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REPORT TO:
ITEM NO

MUNICIPAL PLANNING TRIBUNAL
MPTNE14/05/2022

WARD 8: APPLICATION FOR REZONING, SUBDIVISION, CONSENT USE, PERMANENT
DEPARTURE & APPROVAL OF SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN IN TERMS OF THE CITY OF CAPE
TOWN MUNICIPAL PLANNING BY-LAW, 2015 : ERF 19822, 56 SANDALWOOD STREET,
ROUXVILLE, KUILSRIVIER

1.

Case ID

70571364

Case Officer

JACQUES LOOTS

Case Officer phone number

021 444 7508

District

TYGERBERG

Ward

8

Ward Councillor

Marian Nieuwoudt

Report date

19/04/2022

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Property description
Property address
Application components /
description

Unregistered Erf 19822, Kuilsrivier
56 Sandalwood Street, Rouxville
 Rezoning from Community Zone 1 (CO1) to
General Residential 1 (GR1).
 Subdivision into 13 group housing erven and 1 erf
for the purposes of private open space.
 Consent use to permit a utility service (stormwater
attenuation pond on the private open space).
 Permanent departure to relax the 5m building
line along Sandalwood Street to 3m.
 Approval of Site Development Plan (SDP).
Site extent
7 557m²
Current zoning
Community Zone 1 (CO1)
Current land use
Vacant and unused
Overlay zone applicable
None
PHRA or SAHRA heritage
None
Public participation outcome
Notice in the media, notice displayed on site and
summary
registered notices sent to owners of surrounding
properties. Seven individual objections were
received.
Recommended decision
Approval in part &

Approval
Refusal
Refusal in part
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2.

BACKGROUND FACTS
The property was created with the initial establishment of Rouxville and was reserved
by the developer (Communicare) for the purposes of a Place of Worship. It has
recently been sold by Communicare to the applicant, in whose name the property is
about to be registered.

3.

SUMMARY OF APPLICANT’S MOTIVATION

3.1.

The applicant’s motivation of the proposed development (see annexure D)
may be summarised as follows:


The proposed development is aligned with the MSDF, Tygerberg District
Plan, applicable City Policies, SPLUMA and LUPA.



The proposed development fits perfectly into the current trend of infill
development and the mixed density residential nature of the surrounding
area.



The development will have a minor impact on existing roads and traffic
conditions, with no traffic statement or -study required.



The development will have a minor impact on existing municipal services,
as concluded in terms of the submitted Engineering Services Report.



The proposal will not have any negative impact on heritage resources or
the biophysical environment, as confirmed by the written responses
received from Heritage Western Cape (HWC) and Department of
Environmental Affairs and Development Planning (DEADP).



The site development will be subject to the implementation of
landscaping elements, including trees, shrubs and a pedestrian walkway
on the sidewalk along Sandalwood Street, as per the submitted
Landscape Plan.



The proposed departure from the 5.0m street building line allows better
alignment of the development with directives of the Urban Design Policy,
especially with regard to the improvement of the streetscape and
surveillance onto the public verge along Sandalwood Street.



The aim is to create an architecturally sound and economical viable
product, which would add to the value and character of the area, as well
as being a solid opportunity for a return on both the developer’s
investment and the investment of the potential investors in the housing
market.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Advertising

4.

Applicable

Notice in the media (s81)

Notice to a person (s82)
Notice to Community organization (s83)

Notice to Ward Councillor (s83)
Notice of no objection (s84)
Notice to Provincial Government (s86)
Notice to an Organ of State (s87)
Public meeting

On-site display

Outcome

Objections



Dates / Comments
04/02/2022 – 07/03/2022
04/02/2022 – 07/03/2022
04/02/2022

04/02/2022 – 07/03/2022
Seven individual objections
were received.

Objection petition
Support / No objection
Comments
Ward Councillor response

No comment was received
from the Ward Councillor.

Summary of objections / comments/ support received
4.1.

Objections / comments / support received in respect of the application (see
annexure E) may be summarised as follows:


The proposed double storey units will have a negative impact on the
privacy of abutting properties.



The proposal will have a negative impact on surrounding property values.



The proposed double storey development will block existing views onto
Table Mountain and overshadow abutting properties.



The common boundary wall must be raised to ensure no overlooking from
the development onto abutting properties.



The proposal will have a negative impact on the generation of solar
power on abutting property.



The proposal will worsen the existing traffic congestion in Peperboom- and
Sandalwood Street.

Summary of applicant’s response to public participation
4.2.

The applicant’s response to objections received (see annexure F) may be
summarised as follows:
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Impact of double storey units on privacy
Apart from the fact that objectors also have the right to double storey
dwelling extension, the applicant acknowledged their concerns regarding
privacy. The applicant therefore has changed his proposal to incorporate
smaller fixed framed windows with translucent (frosted) glass in the first
floor bedrooms facing the objectors’ properties, with no balconies facing
abutting properties. See illustrations in applicant’ response, attached as
Annexure F.
Impact on the value of surrounding properties
The sizes of the proposed group housing erven are larger than the
average size of group housing erven in the area with the proposed group
houses (±200m² in floor area) being of simmular size of surrounding single
residential dwellings. Therefore the proposed unites are considered to be
of simmular value with the added benefits of security and architectural
guidelines as value adding factors.
Impact on existing views and sunlight
Views are not a right and the objector should note that the current
development rights of the property allows for a much larger church
building with a height of up to 12m. Such solid building will have much
more of an impact on views and sunlight than the proposed loose
standing houses of 6.8m in height.
Raise common boundary wall to ensure no overlooking
The proposed mitigation measures regarding first storey windows are
adequate and no raising to of boundary walls higher than 1.8m should be
necessary. Higher walls mean less natural sunlight on garden areas.
Impact on the generation of solar power
It is unlikely that the solar panels on the roof of the objector’s house will be
affected by the nearest proposed double storey house, which is a
distance of ±17m from the objector’s house.
Worsening the existing traffic congestion
This objection is unfounded, as the proposed 13 group houses will not
generate enough trips during peak hour to warren even a Traffic Impact
Statement.

5.

BACKGROUND TO PROPOSAL

5.1

Background
None
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5.2

Description of the area / surrounding land uses
The property is bordered by Sandalwood Street, which runs between the
property and a strip of public open space along the Bottelary River to the
north-west. The established Rouxville single residential neighbourhood abuts
the property along its north-eastern and south-eastern boundaries. The
property is bordered by a ±75m wide strip of public open space along its
south-western boundary (servitude area that accommodates overhead
power lines).
The larger area consists of low density single residential properties with some
medium density group housing complexes of similar nature than the
proposed development. A vacant General Business 2 zoned site is located
Approximately 300m to the north-east from the property, at the intersection of
Sandalwood Street and Saxdownes Road. Sandalwood Street is the link road
between the higher order Amandel- and Saxdownes roads.

5.3

Property description
The property is vacant and covered with Kikuyu grass and weeds, with no
trees. The property drains/falls towards Sandalwood Street with a wetland
area thereon that resulted from stormwater discharges from the surrounding
residential properties.
The property falls within the 1:50- and 1:100 year flood lines, as indicated on
the Subdivision Plan and SDP, attached as Annexure C.

5.4

Proposed development
It is proposed to rezone and subdivide the property for the purposes of a
upmarket private group housing development consisting of 13 single title
erven (average ±420m² in size). The development is proposed at a density of
±17 units per hectare and will be served by an internal private road and open
space. The development consists of 3-bedroom unit types ranging in floor
area between ±190m² and ±205m² (double garages included). The units are
design to live out onto private yard areas. All units are provided with double
garages, which are set back at least 6,0m from the internal road kerb,
resulting in the provision of 4 on-site bays per unit.
The proposed Private Open Space in the north-western corner of the property
is to accommodate a stormwater attenuation pond, which is allowed as a
consent use. The development is to gain access via a controlled access gate
from Sandalwood Street, with a ±12m vehicle stacking distance in front of the
gate. The refuse area is to be provided within the Sandalwood Street reserve
at the entrance with the required provision of a refuse loading bay. The
development is to comply with applicable development rules in terms of the
DMS, with the exception of the 5,0m building line along Sandalwood Street,
for which an application for relaxation to 3,0m has been submitted as part of
the subject application.
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6.

PROPOSAL ASSESSMENT

6.1.

Consideration of criteria in terms of Section 99(1):
6.1.1. Compliance with the requirements of the MPBL


The application complies with the general requirements for such
applications and was duly processed in accordance with the
provisions of the MPBL, including a notice in the Press, notice
displayed on site and registered notices sent to owners of
surrounding properties.



The application is referred to the MPT for a decision because of
objections received against it.



No Administrative Penalty is applicable.

6.1.2. Compliance or consistence with the municipal spatial development
framework (MSDF):
The proposed higher density general residential infill development
within the identified urban development area, on vacant land within a
fully developed area, is considered to be in line with one of the MSDF’s
key strategies, namely the support of development applications that
promote a greater mix of land uses, people and/or densities within the
urban area.
6.1.3

Consideration in terms of Section 99(3) of the desirability of the
standard criteria:
The essence of the proposal is determined to be desirable in view of all
the applicable desirability criteria in terms of Section 99(3) of the MPBL.
The detail assessment of the proposal in accordance with the
aforementioned criteria is done in section 6.2.5 of this report, which
includes conditions that can mitigate any adverse impacts of the
proposal.

6.1.4

Would approval of the application have the effect of granting the
property the development rules of the next subzone within a zone?
No.

I am satisfied that the decision making criteria in Section 99(1) have been
complied with.
6.2.

Consideration of criteria in terms of Section 99(2)
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6.2.1. Any applicable spatial development framework
Municipal Spatial Development Framework (MSDF)
As mentioned previously in this report, the proposed higher density
general residential infill development is considered to be in line with
the MSDF, as the proposed development promotes a greater mix of
land uses, people and/or densities within the urban area.
Tygerberg District Plan (TDP)
In terms of the TDP, opportunities for densification, such as proposed on
unused land (earmarked for “Urban Development”) are encouraged,
provided that it does not detract from the character of the surrounding
area.
6.2.2. Relevant criteria contemplated in the DMS
Intended land use
The intended single title, GR1 zoned erven, each to accommodate a
group housing unit which is designed to form part of a larger residential
estate with a harmonious architectural character, are considered to
be compliant with the land uses allowed in terms Section 34 of the
DMS.
6.2.3

Intended site development
As required in terms of Section 36 of the DMS, a Site Development Plan
(SDP) for the proposed group housing development has been
submitted as part of the subject application, which SDP is considered
to be compliant with the relevant requirements in terms of Section 123
of the DMS.
The proposed development complies with all applicable development
rules in terms of Section 35 of the DMS, with the exception of the 5,0m
building line along Sandalwood Street (external public road), for which
an application for relaxation to 3,0m has been submitted as part of the
subject application.

6.2.4

Applicable policy or strategy approved by the City to guide decision
making


The proposal is considered to be in line with the City’s Densification
Policy.



The naming and numbering of the internal private street, as
indicated on the proposed subdivision plan, is compliant with the
City’s Street Name and Numbering Policy (as confirmed by the
City’s GIS department).
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6.2.5



Economic Growth Strategy, 2013: The application is likely to
support job opportunities during construction and future
maintenance.



Social Development Strategy, 2013: The application is likely to
contribute to physical conditions for a safer neighbourhood.

Consideration in terms of Section 99(3) of the extent of desirability of
the following criteria:
a) Socio -economic impact
The proposal will result in much needed additional housing
opportunities, a substantial capital contribution for the
improvement of services infrastructure and job opportunities during
construction and maintenance of the development. Given the
current vacant and unused state of the property, the proposal will
have a positive social impact, also with regard to surrounding
property values.
b) compatibility with surrounding uses
The property is a vacant/undeveloped site in a fully developed
urban area. It is surrounded by predominantly low density single
residential land uses with some medium density group housing
clusters, including developments of similar nature and density than
the proposed. The proposed land use is therefore considered to
be in keeping with surrounding land uses.
In terms of the proposed SDP, the development is specifically
designed to have the minimum impact on neighbouring
properties, as the proposal complies with the required setbacks
along common boundaries and all first floor windows that faces
abutting properties are smaller “fixed framed” windows with
translucent (frosted) glass.
The proposed interface between the development and the
external public road and the Bottelary River reserve consists of a
combination of solid and palisade walling with appropriate
landscaping and overlooking windows and French balconies. This
is considered to be desirable from an aesthetical and surveillance
point of view. However, the proposed 1.8m high vibracrete
walling along the property’s south-western common boundary,
between the property and the strip of public open space that
accommodates overhead power lines, is not considered to be
desirable.
In this regard, a similar interface than along
Sandalwood Street should be considered along the common
boundary between the strip of Public Open Space and portions 1
to 3, as indicated on the subdivision plan, attached as
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Annexure C. Such walling, together with the 1.8m high Clearview
Fence along the boundary of the Private Open Space (stormwater
attenuation pond area), at the north-western corner of the
property, should substantially enhance the general aesthetics of
the area and help to soften the “passage” effect along the edges
of such strips of public land.
As per the comments received from the City’s departments of
Environmental Resource Management, Urban Planning & Design
and Recreation & Parks, the proposal (including the Landscape
Plan) is generally supported, but with some minor amendments
recommended and additional detail required in respect of the
Landscape Plan. Although this office is of the opinion is that the
applicant, in his response to the mentioned comments (attached
as Annexure F), has adequately addressed all departmental
comments, it is still considered necessary for the Landscape Plan to
be refined in consultation with the mentioned departments prior to
implementation. This can be required by means of condition of
approval.
The provision of internal open space (private and communal) is
compliant with the DMS and therefore the development should
not significantly impact on external public open spaces.
The proposed landscaping, architectural style and finishing of the
development, as indicated on the SDP, attached as annexure C, is
considered to be of a good quality that will be complementary to
surrounding development and property values.
c)

Impact on the external engineering services
All relevant services departments confirmed that there will be
sufficient services capacity to accommodate the proposed
development.
See departmental comments attached as
Annexure G. Also see the engineering report done by Broadco
Consulting Civil Engineering Services, attached as Annexure H.
Given that the site is larger than 4 000m², a detailed Stormwater
Management Plan was prepared by the applicant, which has
been approved by the City’s Water and Sanitation Department.
It should be noted that the proposed development falls within the
catchment area of the Bellville Wastewater Treatment Works,
which has sufficient capacity to accommodate the intended 13
residential units.

d) Impact on safety, health and wellbeing of the surrounding
community
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The nature and extent of the proposed development, and
coupled activities, will not essentially influence the general health,
safety and wellbeing of the community. The standard health and
safety regulations will be applicable with the construction and
future operation/occupation of the development.
The proposed palisade boundary walling and double storey
windows and balconies overlooking onto the external street and
public open space, will significantly improve natural surveillance,
which will positively impact on safety and security in the area.
As per Civil Engineering Services, attached as Annexure H, the
1:50-year and 1:100-year flood line areas, as indicated on the SDP,
are to be filled. The finished floor levels of the 4 dwellings along
the north-western boundary of the site will have to be above the
1:100-year flood line.
Regarding the potential impact on surrounding properties during
the construction phase, it should be noted that the development
will be done by professionals in accordance with an approved
construction management plan.
e)

Impact on heritage
As per letter from HWC, attached as Annexure I, the proposed
development will not impact on heritage resources.

f)

Impact on the biophysical environment
As per the letter from Western Cape Province: Department of
Water & Sanitation, attached as Annexure I, the existing wetland
on the property is the result of stormwater discharges from the
surrounding residential properties and cannot be considered as a
naturally occurring wetland.
The applicant is therefore not
required to apply for water use authorisation for the filling of the
wetland concerned.
As per letter from DEADP, attached as Annexure I, the proposed
development does not trigger any listed activities that requires
Environmental Authorisation.

g)

Traffic impacts, parking, access and other transport related
considerations
As indicated by the Integrated Transport Planning Department, the
proposed development will not impact on the current traffic
conditions in the area.
All the units are designed with double garages set back at least 6m
from the road curb, allowing for 4 on-site parking bays per unit with
adequate visitors parking inside the development. Sufficient vehicle
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stacking distance is provided in front of the access gate with the
refuse embayment positioned in Sandalwood Street in accordance
with the requirements of the departments concerned.
The Integrated Transport Planning Department supports the
proposed development, subject to the conditions attached as
annexure A.
h)

Conditions that can mitigate an adverse impact of the proposed
development
The conditions attached as Annexure A is considered sufficient to
ensure that the development is compatible with surrounding
development.

6.2.6

Impact on existing rights (other than the right to be protected against
trade competition)
The proposed development will not detrimentally impact on existing
rights, as it is a quality development of generally the same scale and
nature than surrounding developments, which is orientated away from
abutting residential properties.

6.2.7

Other considerations prescribed in relevant national or provincial
legislation
The proposed land use and development is considered not to be in
contradiction with any of the land use planning principles listed in
section 7 of SPLUMA or section 59 of LUPA.

I am satisfied that the decision making criteria in Section 99(2) have been
complied with.
7

REASONS FOR DECISION

7.1

Reasons for the recommended decision for approval relating to the
application for the rezoning, subdivision, consent use, permanent departure
and approval of SDP in respect of erf 19822, Kuilsrivier, may be summarised as
follows:
7.1.1

The proposed development is consistent with the City of Cape Town’s
approved spatial planning principles for the area, which encourages
such opportunities for densification on unused land that is earmarked
for “Urban Development”.

7.1.2

The proposal will not have a negative impact on the biophysical
environment or heritage resources, as confirmed by Heritage Western
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Cape and the Department of Environmental Affairs and Development
Planning.
7.1.3

The development will substantially contribute to the optimal utilization
of vacant land within the surrounding urban context, resulting in better
use of- and improved services infrastructure, as well as the provision of
much needed housing opportunities.

7.1.4

The nature, density and expected quality of the development will be
compatible with the surrounding residential developments.

7.1.5

The development will not have an unreasonable impact on the
privacy of surrounding residents given compliancy with all relevant
development rules as well as the proposed house types, which were
specifically designed to address potential impacts on privacy.

7.1.6

The development will result in capital expenditure in terms of new
buildings, landscaping and other improvements, which will have a
positive economic impact, also with regard to surrounding property
values.

7.1.7

As indicated by the Integrated Transport Planning Department, the
surrounding road network is sufficient to accommodate the
development without having a negative impact on existing traffic
conditions.

7.1.8

As indicated by all services departments concerned, external services
capacity would be sufficient to accommodate the development.

7.1.9

The development will be subject to all applicable safety and health
regulations, and will therefore not have a negative impact on the
safety, health and wellbeing of the surrounding community.

7.1.10 The proposal is desirable in terms of all the applicable criteria listed in
Section 99 of the MPBL, 2015.

8

RECOMMENDATION
In view of the above, it is recommended that:

8.1

The application for rezoning of erf 19822, Kuilsrivier from Community Zone 1 to
General Residential 1, be approved in terms of Section 98(b) of the Municipal
Planning By-law, 2015, subject to the conditions attached as annexure A.
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8.2

The application for subdivision of erf 19822, Kuilsrivier into 13 group housing
erven and 1 erf for the purposes of internal open space and private road
(inclusive of the street name & numbering), be approved in terms of Section
98(b) of the Municipal Planning By-law, 2015, in accordance with the
Subdivision Plan no. APS/19822/SUBv1, dated “SEPT 2021”, drawn by Active
Planning Solutions, subject to the conditions attached as annexure A.

8.3

The application for permanent departure from the City of Cape Town
Development Management Scheme in respect of erf 19822, Kuilsrivier, be
approved in terms of Section 98(b) of the Municipal Planning By-law, 2015, in
order to relax the 5m building line along Sandalwood Street to 3m, in
accordance with the Site Development Plan (drawings numbered A1 and B1,
dated “JUN 21”), drawn by Danie de Wet Building Designs, subject to the
conditions attached as annexure A.

8.4

The application for consent use in respect of erf 19822, Kuilsrivier, be approved
in terms of Section 98(b) of the Municipal Planning By-law, 2015, in order to
permit a utility service (stormwater attenuation pond) on Portion 14, as
indicated on the subdivision plan no. APS/19822/SUBv1, dated “SEPT 2021”,
drawn by Active Planning Solutions, subject to the conditions attached as
annexure A.

8.5

The proposed Site Development Plan in respect of erf 19822, Kuilsrivier, be
approved in terms of Section 98(b) of the Municipal Planning By-law, 2015,
subject to the conditions attached as annexure A.

ANNEXURES
Annexure A
Annexure B
Annexure C
Annexure D
Annexure E
Annexure F
Annexure G
Annexure H
Annexure I

Application details and approval conditions to be imposed
Locality plan / Public participation map
Subdivision plan & site development plan
Applicant’s motivation
Objections/comments received
Applicant’s response to objections /comments
Internal departmental comments
Engineering Services report
Letters from HWC, DEADP & Western Cape Water and Sanitation
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Case Officer : Land Use Management

Comment

Name

Jacques Loots

I confirm that this report has been

Tel no

021 444 7508

checked and considered for POPIA

Date

19 April 2022

compliance.

________________________________
Registered Planner
Name: E Pienaar

SACPLAN NO: A2838/19

__________________________________

_________________________________________

____________________________________

_______________________________________

Section Head

District Manager

Name: Tess Kotze

Dewaldt Smit

Tel no: 021 444 7506

021 444 7840

Date:

22 April 2022

21 April 2022
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ANNEXURE A
In this annexure:
“City” means the City of Cape Town
“The owner” means the registered owner of the property
“The property” means erf 19822, Kuilsrivier
“Bylaw” and “Development Management Scheme” has the meaning assigned
thereto by the City of Cape Town Municipal Planning Bylaw, 2015 (as amended)
“Item” refers to the relevant section in the Development Management Scheme
“Dir: DM” means Director: Development Management or his/her delegatee.
CASE ID:
1.

2.

70571364

APPLICATIONS GRANTED IN TERMS OF SECTION 98 (b) OF THE BYLAW
1.1

Rezoning from Community Zone 1 to General Residential 1.

1.2

Subdivision into 13 group housing erven and 1 erf for the purposes of
internal open space and private road (inclusive of street name and
numbering indicated on the subdivision plan).

1.3

Permanent departure to relax the 5m building line along Sandalwood
Street to 3m.

1.4

Consent use to permit a utility service (stormwater attenuation pond)
on the open space.

1.5

Approval of the proposed Site Development Plan.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL IMPOSED IN TERMS OF SECTION 100 OF THE BYLAW

Land Use Management
2.1

That the development of the property shall be substantially in accordance
with the submitted Site Development Plan (drawings numbered A1 and B1,
dated “JUN 21” and drawings C1, D1, E1, F1, G1, H1, I1, and J1 dated “JUL
21”, drawn by Danie de Wet Building Designs), attached as Annexure C.

2.2

That the Development of the property be capped/restricted to 13 group
housing units.

2.3

That the walling on the common boundary between the Public Open Space
(power line servitude) and portions 1 to 3 (as indicated on the Subdivision
Plan) shall be similar to the proposed walling along Sandalwood Street, e.g.
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combination of solid and palisade walling that compliments the style and
finishing of the proposed development.
2.4

That an owners’ association must be established in accordance with the
provisions of section 61 of the City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By-law,
2015 and shall come into being before the City will certify in terms of Section
137(3) of the said by-law that any condition on which the subdivision was
granted, has been complied with.

2.5

That the private open space (including private road), as indicated as Portion
14 on the subdivision plan, no APS/19822/SUBv1, dated “SEPT 2021”, drawn by
Active Planning Solutions, shall vest in the owners’ association, who shall take
transfer simultaneously with the transfer or separate registration of the first
deducted land portion.

2.6

That prior to transfer clearance, the constitution of the owners’ association
shall be submitted for certification in terms of section 62(2) of the City of Cape
Town Municipal Planning By-law, 2015.

2.7

That all future building plans submitted for additions or changes to dwelling
units, or any other structures within the development, shall include a written
comment from the owners’ association. This requirement must also be
included within the constitution of the owners’ association.

2.8

That the landscaping of the development shall be in general accordance
with the submitted Land Scape Plan, no. CAR001/LP001/001/REV 01, dated 15
March 2022, drawn by Rooted SA (PTY) Ltd.

2.9

That the landscape plan shall be refined in consultation with- and according
to the requirements of the City’s departments of Environmental Resource
Management, Urban Planning & Design and Recreation & Parks. The
landscaping shall be implemented prior to occupation of the development,
or as agreed with the City’s Environmental Management department.

2.10

That the applicant shall comply with the City’s Essential and Standard
Administrative requirements pertaining to subdivisions, prior to subdivision
clearance.
Transport: Roads Infrastructure Management

2.11

That prior to subdivision clearance in terms of section 137 of the MPBL, the
applicant is responsible for the payment of Development Charges towards
the provision of bulk infrastructure services, in accordance with the City
policy.
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2.12

That the Development Charges have been determined at R 630 529.57 (as
calculated on 28/02/2022) and is subject to annual escalation up to date of
payment. The amount payable will therefore be the amount as calculated at
the time that payment is made. Breakdown of (DCs) as indicated in the table
below:
Service
Roads
Transport
Stormwater
Sewerage
Water
Solid Waste
Total

Amount
R 284 646.61
R 6 957.27
R 77 954.43
R 121 69014
R 15 570.27
R 41 467.86

VAT
R42 696.99
R 1 043.59
R11 693.16
R18 253.52
R 2 335.54
R 6 220.18

Total
R327 343.61
R 8 000.86
R 89 647.59
R139 943.66
R 17 905.81
R 47 688.04
R630 529.57

2.13

That the applicant may enter into a Service Agreement with the Directorate
Transport: Roads Infrastructure Management to install or upgrade bulk
municipal services at an agreed cost, to be off-set against Development
Charges payable in respect of bulk civil engineering services.

2.14

That the installation of all services required for this development, including the
stormwater attenuation pond, be completed to the standards and
specifications of the relevant services departments, at the cost of the
applicant/owner, prior to subdivision clearance in terms of section 137 of the
Municipal Planning By-law.

2.15

That the design, construction and/or alteration of all the internal transport,
roads and stormwater services and such link and/or bulk services as required
for the development, shall be generally in accordance with the Standard
Conditions imposed by the Council in this respect (copy available on request), or
as otherwise agreed. Detail plans, prepared by a Registered Engineering Professional,
shall be submitted to the Directorate Transport: Roads Infrastructure Management for

approval prior to any earthworks commencing.
2.16

That way-leaves / work permits be obtained from the Directorate: Roads
Infrastructure Management prior to any excavation / construction work on
municipal land or within 3,0m from municipal services across private property.

2.17

That the Developer ensures that all main services to be taken over by the
Council and all existing municipal services crossing private property are
protected by a registered servitude of minimum 3 metres wide. The Developer
will be responsible for the registration of the required servitude(s), as well as
the cost thereof.

2.18

That cognizance be taken of the requirements of the Directorate Transport:
Asset Management and Maintenance policy entitled “Management of
Urban Stormwater Impacts Policy”, which stipulates that that the Sustainable
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Urban Drainage System (SUDS) approach be used to reduce the quality and
quantity impacts of stormwater on receiving aquatic environments.
2.19

That a stormwater management plan for the proposed development area,
for both the minor and major storm events, be compiled and submitted for
approval to the Directorate Transport: Asset Management and Maintenance
and that the approved management plan be implemented by the
applicant, at his/her cost, to the standards of the Directorate Transport: Asset
Management and Maintenance. The management plan, which is to include
an attenuation facility, is to be submitted concurrent with the detail services
plans.

2.20

That all floor levels shall be a 100mm above the 1:100 year flood level and
that such must be indicated on all building plan applications submitted.
TDA: Transport Impact Assessment and Development Control

2.21

That the Developer/owner at his/her cost and to the standards of the
Directorate: Urban Mobility, must provide street lighting for the proposed
development.

2.22

That the Developer/owner at his/her cost must install street names in
accordance with the standards adopted by the City of Cape Town.

2.23

That the Developer/owner at his/her cost and to the standards of the
Directorate: Urban Mobility, must provide Road markings and road signage to
regulate the proposed one-way system.

2.24

That the Developer/owner at his/her cost and to the standards of the
Directorate: Urban Mobility, must provide a refuse embayment on
Sandalwood Street in accordance with the accompanying Site Development
Plan (drawing numbered A1, dated “JUN 21”, drawn by Danie de Wet
Building Designs).

2.25

That the Developer/owner at his/her cost and to the standards of the
Directorate: Urban Mobility, must provide a brick paved sidewalk comprising
of a 100mm sub-base along with a 53 mm brick pavers for erven 7 to 10. An
edging is also required where the brick pavers abut against the
aforementioned erven. This is essential in order to prevent future residents
from laying claim to a portion of the sidewalk as their driveway.

Electricity Services
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2.26

That the property is at present electrically serviced for Community zone 1 use
only. After approval of the rezoning application the owner can still make use
of the existing electricity supply subject to following conditions:
2.26.1 The owner of the property must apply for a tariff conversion to the
applicable electricity tariff.
2.26.2 An electrical Shared-network Charge (SNC) for the difference between
Community 1 and General Residential 1 usage is payable.
2.26.3 Timeous formal application for the tariff conversion and SNC must be
made and paid.

2.27

That any alterations or deviations to electricity services necessary as a
consequence of the proposal, or requested by the applicant, will be carried
out at the applicant's cost.

2.28

That a separate service connection cable, rated to supply the authorised
capacity of the property, must be installed to the point of supply on the
boundary of each erf of the subdivision. The cable shall be routed clear of all
other private property, typically within the public road reserve.

2.29

That in accordance with policy and tariffs approved by Council, a sharednetwork charge and a connection fee to provide a separate connection to
the property boundary, as published in the standard tariffs, shall be paid
before clearance of the subdivision will be granted. The individual
connections to each erf of the subdivision will be provided by the Electricity
Services Department on formal application by the relevant property owner.

2.30

That in accordance with policy and tariffs approved by Council, a
connection fee to provide a separate connection to the property boundary
shall be paid before clearance of the subdivision will be granted.

2.31

That metering requirements must be resolved in consultation with the
Electricity Services Department, prior to commencing construction.

2.32

That the Electricity Services Department shall determine the connection fee,
the shared network costs and conditions applicable to the joining of the
internal electrical reticulation of the proposed subdivision to the Department’s
existing electrical infrastructure upon formal application. The individual
connections to each erf of the subdivision will be provided by the Directorate
on formal application by the relevant property owner.

2.33

That the electrical reticulation network is to be installed in the road reserve
with a sidewalk width sufficiently wide to accommodate the electrical
network required. Special attention will be required where HV cables are to
be accommodated.
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2.34

That electricity distribution and street lighting infrastructure in private roads will
not be taken over by the City but will remain the responsibility of the home
owners’ association.

2.35

That the Applicant shall provide and install in an approved manner and at his
own cost all pipe ducts required across roads and access ways for electricity
cables for both internal services and future bulk services. The position of each
of these duct crossings shall be permanently marked on the kerb edge.

2.36

That on completion of the internal electricity distribution infrastructure to the
Department’s satisfaction, it shall be handed over formally to the Electricity
Services Department (where such handover is applicable). The Applicant
shall nonetheless remain responsible for securing the infrastructure and for the
cost of all repairs resulting from vandalism and theft until such time that the
development has been occupied to a level acceptable to the Electricity
Services Department. The Department will release the Applicant from this
responsibility only on formal application by the Applicant.

2.37

That subdivision clearance will only be issued by the Electricity Services
Department after compliance with the above conditions and on completion
of the internal reticulation to the Electricity Services Department's standards
and specification.

2.38

That the property owner is required to include in the development measures
to improve energy efficiency to reduce the consumption of electricity.

2.39

That owners shall conform to any conservation and/or rationing programme
or scheme introduced, adopted or implemented by a sphere of government
or relevant regulating body by reducing their electricity consumption as
required in terms of such programme or scheme.

2.40

That installations with a new or upgraded authorised capacity of more than
100 kVA will have to meet certain energy efficiency requirements. These
requirements are subject to change. A set of applicable requirements will be
made available as part of the quotation process.
Water and Sanitation

2.41

That all costs relating to alterations to the existing water and sewerage
systems and the provision / installation of new water and sewer connections,
will be for the account of the applicant.

2.42

That transfer clearance will only be issued on completion of all services
installations to the standards and requirements of this department.
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APPENDIX 1

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

In addition to the conditions of approval listed in Annexure A, the following further
processes and standard administrative requirements are to be noted and complied
with in full timeously and where applicable.
Further processes in the case of subdivision (or consolidation) approval
1

Generally, the further processes following subdivision / consolidation approval
involve the following sequence of events:



Actual site surveying and preparation of a survey diagram or General Plan by
the owner / applicant’s appointed land surveyor
Submission to and approval by the Surveyor General (SG) of the diagram or
General Plan
Once services infrastructure have been installed and all conditions of
subdivision have been complied with, upon application, transfer clearance
certification issued by City in terms of Section 137(3) of the City of Cape Town
Municipal Planning By-law, 2015 (MPBL)
Once Section 137(3) transfer clearance issued, upon application, rates
clearance certification issued by the Chief Financial Officer in terms of
Section 118 of the Municipal Systems Act, No 32 of 2000
Supported by the above clearances, conveyancer application to the
Registrar of Deeds for separate registration and/or transfer of newly
subdivided portions
Upon individual registration, building plan approval, followed by construction,
subsequent building completion certification by the City and eventual
occupation








2

Kindly note, the subdivision approval in the accompanying decision letter will
lapse unless separate registration of at least one land unit is effected in the
Deed’s office within 5 years of the date of the City’s final notification letter of
this approval (which letter will follow in due course), unless extension of the
validity thereof has been granted in terms of Section 107 of the MPBL prior to
such lapsing.

3

After final notification of this subdivision / consolidation approval, the SG will
require preparation of a diagram or General Plan (illustrating any servitudes
where applicable) of the newly created land unit(s) for its approval. Such
diagram or General Plan is to be prepared by a land surveyor appointed by
the owner / applicant. The owner / applicant or its surveyor is required to
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liaise directly with the SG in this regard. Upon approval thereof, the SG will
indicate by means of an endorsement the date and reference number of this
subdivision / consolidation approval on the back of the diagram(s) of the
newly created erven or on the front of the General Plan, whichever are
applicable.
4

Upon or prior to submission to the SG office of such diagram(s) or General
Plan for approval, an electronic copy thereof must be e-mailed to the Senior
GIS technician in the district Planning office where the approval was issued at
the relevant address reflected below. Proof of such e-mail transmission must
accompany any transfer clearance application or building plan submission to
the Planning & Building Development Management Department, whichever
may occur first.
District
Table Bay
Blaauwberg
Northern
Tygerberg
Helderberg
Mitchell’s
Khayelitsha
Cape Flats
Southern

Plan

/

e-mail address
p&bdev.tablebay@capetown.gov.za
p&bdev.blaauwberg@capetown.gov.za
p&bdev.northern@capetown.gov.za
p&bdev.tygerberg@capetown.gov.za
p&bdev.east@capetown.gov.za
p&bdev.mitchellsplainkhayelitsha@capetown.gov.za
p&bdev.capeflats@capetown.gov.za
p&bdev.southern@capetown.gov.za

5

Once the diagram(s) or a General Plan has been approved by the SG and all
the conditions of subdivision have been met by the developer, application
may be made by the owner (or his appointed conveyancing attorney) to the
Director : Planning & Building Development Management at your nearest
district Planning office for transfer clearance certification in terms of Section
137 of the (MPBL). Such application must be accompanied by the following:







Completed and signed application form
Information sheet (partially completed)
Draft Power of Attorney (where necessary)
SG approved General Plan / diagram(s) (original)
Copy of original approval letter (including conditions of approval and
approved plan of subdivision)
Application fee / payment receipt
Proof of e-mail transmission of electronic copy of General Plan / diagram to
the district Senior GIS technician
Any other supporting evidence necessary to substantiate condition
compliance





Where servitudes are to be created as part of the subdivision / consolidation
or there is a requirement for a owners’ association to be established of which
new owners are required to be members, a copy of the draft power of
attorney to pass registration / transfer must be submitted to the Director:
Planning & Building Development Management as part of the above
application.
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6

Required to effect registration and/or transfer, a rates clearance certificate in
terms of Section 118 of the Municipal Systems Act, No 32 of 2000 may only be
applied for to the Chief Financial Officer once the Director: Planning and
Building Development Management has certified that all conditions of
subdivision have been complied with to its satisfaction, as per the aforegoing
paragraphs.
Such applications for rates clearance certificates must
therefore be accompanied by the above subdivision clearance (condition
compliance) certificate in terms of Section 137 of the (MPBL).

7

The Registrar of Deeds will not permit registration of individual portion(s) or
servitude area(s) and/or transfer of such new land unit(s) unless the Chief
Financial Officer has issued the above rates clearance certificate in terms of
Section 118 of the Municipal Systems Act, No 32 of 2000 in respect of such
land unit(s).

Geographic Information System (GIS) data capturing standards
8

In drawing up the General Plan or diagram(s) relating to this subdivision /
consolidation, the land surveyor must create the following seperate layers in
ESRI .shp or .dxf electronic file format in order for the data to reflect spatially
correct:
Layer name
TITLE
NOTES
PARENT_PROPLINES
PARENT_PROPNUM
PROPLINES
PROPANNO
SERVLINES
SERVANNO
STREET_NAMES
STREET_NUMBERS
C0MPLEX BOUNDARIES
SUBURB
ESTATE

Content
Title information, including any endorsements and
references
All noted information, both from the owner / surveyor and
SG
Parent property lines
Parent erf number (or portion number)
New portion boundaries
New erf numbers
Servitude polygons
Servitude type
Road centre lines with street names
Points with street numbers
Where applicable, polygon with complex name (mention
whether gated or not and if so, where gates are)
Polygon with suburb name, where new suburb / township
extension created
Where applicable, polygon with estate name (mention
whether gated or not and if so, where gates are)

9

Such drawing of the approved subdivision / consolidation must include the
following information:








property boundaries
co-ordinates
parent erf number(s)
newly allocated erf number(s)
extent of all erven
approved street name(s), including whether public or private
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approved street number(s) and/or unit numbers (if applicable)
complex name (in case of a complex development, eg group housing or
flats)
suburb name (in case of creation of a new suburb / township)
No additional information other than that described above may be included
with the different layers / features. Should it be necessary to include any
additional information with the diagram / General Plan, such information may
not be included with any of the layers described above, but should rather be
included in any other separately named layer.

10

It is important that each portion / servitude boundary is complete and forms a
closed polygon, ie the line endpoints must touch each other (eg no
undershoots or overshoots). In addition, each property number anchor must
be located within the respective property’s boundaries. Kindly also note, split
remainders are not permitted and except for a single remainder, each
cadastral unit should have a separate erf number.
In addition to being geo-referenced and in WGS 1984 Geographic
Coordinate System, the drawing must be completed using real world
coordinates based on the City of Cape Town Standard as follows:










Datum: Hartebeeshoek WGS 84
Projection: Transverse Mercator
False easting: 0.00000000
False northing: 0.00000000
Central meridian: 19.00000000
Scale factor: 1.00000000
Origin latitude: 0.00000000
Linear unit: Metre

11

The following is to be noted in respect of all public roads and places resulting
from the subdivision:



All newly created public roads (including road splays where relevant) and
places to vest in the City in terms of Section 58(1) of the MPBL must be clearly
defined, be provided with separate portion / erf numbers (and not indicated
as remainders) and be indicated as such on the SG approved diagram or
General Plan.
All such public roads and places are to be registered as individual portions
and transferred to the City upon transfer of the first unit / erf in the subdivision
or phase concerned, the cost of surveying, registration and transfer of which
shall be borne by the applicant.



12

The above electronic data must be delivered (preferably by e-mail to the
address supplied above) to the Senior GIS technician in the district Planning
office where the subdivision / consolidation approval was issued in standard
dxf or shapefile format. If the data is to be supplied in shapefile format, then
separate shapefiles are required for street names and numbers.

Building plan applications
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13

Kindly note, building plan applications will not be accepted by the Planning
& Building Development Management Department (Building Control office) if
the above electronic data has not been submitted to the SG office and such
office approved the new or amended diagrams. The City’s cadastre layer is
only updated after the SG office approved the diagram and provided it to
the City.

14

Except where construction of buildings on unregistered land units for good
reason are specifically provided for in the conditions of approval, it is to be
noted that building plan applications will not be approved before:




a Site Development Plan (SDP) if required, was approved,
all applicable conditions of approval have been complied with in full prior to
subdivision clearance,
a hard and electronic copy of the approved diagram or General Plan has
been submitted to the Senior GIS technician at the relevant district Planning
office and
the transfer attorney / owner has submitted proof that the subdivision
concerned has been confirmed (in that the first erf / unit in the subdivision has
been registered and/or transferred) and the relevant subject premises has
been registered in the Deed’s office.




15

Notwithstanding the above and upon proper motivation, application may be
made in terms of Section 55(4)(b) of the MPBL to the Director : Planning &
Building Development Management for the commencement of construction
on unregistered subdivided portions prior to confirmation of a subdivision or
registration of individual portions (eg development of show units), if the
conditions of approval made specific allowance for this (but subject to
submission of an approved SG diagram or General Plan in the case of show
units).

General standard requirements
16

Your attention is drawn to Section 59 of the MPBL, which provides for a
general servitude over property in respect of services arising from a
subdivision and which requires that the person who at any time is the owner
of any land unit resulting from such subdivision, without compensation



allow any service relating to the approval of the subdivision to be conveyed
across or installed on the land unit in the manner and position that the City or
organs of state from time to time reasonably requires. The services include
gas mains, electricity infrastructure, telephone cables, television cables,
internet cables, other electronic infrastructure, main and other water pipes,
sewers, stormwater pipes, ditches and channels, and surface installations such
as mini-substations, meter kiosks and service pillars; and
allow access to the works and infrastructure contemplated above on the
land unit at any reasonable time including for the purpose of constructing,
altering, repairing, maintaining, removing or inspecting the works; and
receive such material or permit such excavation on the land unit as may be
required to allow use of the full width of an abutting street and provide a safe
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and proper slope to its bank necessitated by differences between the level of
the street as finally constructed and the level of the land unit, unless the
owner elects to build retaining walls to the satisfaction of and within a period
determined by the City.
17

Where the City of Cape Town is not the electricity service provider, it remains
the duty of the developer / owner to timeously liaise directly with the relevant
service provider for connection to the power grid.

18

Should it be required, provision and installation of telecommunication services
to individual units is to be arranged timeously by the developer / owner with a
relevant service provider at his/her own expense.
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COPYRIGHT AND RIGHT OF REPRODUCTION OF
THIS DRAWING OR ANY PORTION THEREOF IS
RESERVED BY THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

LEGEND:
Soft Landscape:

Syzygium guineense #9 @ 100kg

Ekebergia capensis # 12 @ 100kg

Harpephyllum caffra # 6 @ 50kg

Syzygium cordatum # 3 @ 50kg

Aloe cooperii @ 4kg as shown

Mix 1
Crassula multicava @ 4/m2 (6pk)
Lampranthus aureus @ 5/m2 (6pk)
MIx 2
Crassula multicava @ 4/m2 (6pk)
Lampranthus aureus @ 5/m2 (6pk)
Agapanthus praecox mix @ 5/m2 (ex open)
Dietes grandiflora @ 5/m2 (40cc tray)

Cynodon dactylon

Internal Verge Plant mix
Agapanthus praecox mix @ 5/m2 Ex open size
Dietes grandiflora @ 5/m2 40cc tray size
Crassula multicava @ 4/m2 6 pack size
Watsonia sp @ 7/m2 Ex open size
Lampranthus mic @ 6/m2 6 pack size
Lampranthus orange @ 5/m2 plugs

Retention Pond Mix 2
1
3 of this area to be
Semi-submerged
Pennisetum macrourum
Zantedeschia aethiopica
Juncus effusus
Wachendorfia thrysiflora
Juncus kraussii

Retention Pond Mix 2
1
3 of this area to be
Semi-submerged
Pennisetum macrourum
Zantedeschia aethiopica
Juncus effusus
Wachendorfia thrysiflora
Juncus kraussii

Lampranthus white @ 5/m2 plugs

Lampranthus red @ 5/m2 plugs

Lampranthus purple @ 5/m2 plugs

Retention Pond Mix 1
Embankment and semi sub-merged
Bolboschoenus maritimus
Ehrhata calycina
Eragrostis capensis
Scirpoides nodosus

Retention Pond Mix 1
Embankment and semi sub-merged
Bolboschoenus maritimus
Ehrhata calycina
Eragrostis capensis
Scirpoides nodosus
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Retention Pond Mix 2
Semi-submerged
Pennisetum macrourum
Zantedeschia aethiopica
Juncus effusus
Wachendorfia thrysiflora
Juncus kraussii

1.IMPLEMENTATION OF LANDSCAPE WORKS
1.1 Landscaping will be implemented as per
approved landscape plan.
1.2 All plants as listed below are waterwise
plants
1.3 Tree Sizes:
Street trees: 100kg
Internal trees: 100kg & 50kg
2. LANDSCAPING AND MAINTENANCE
2.1Internal verges:
Installation & maintenance responsibility of
individual owners according to POA
guidelines & specifications.
2.2 External Road Verges:
Responsibility of owner for period of 12
months.
3. IRRIGATION
3.1 Irrigation to be fully automated system
according to LIA standards.
3.2 IRRIGATION WATER SUPPLY
Individual owners/developers to make
provision for own irrigation water supply.
e.g well point/ grey water supply & water
storge tanks.

Attach tree to poles with 30mm wide
SOFT UV RESISTANT webbing, within
300mm from top of pole, forming two
continuous loops around each pole and
the stem of the tree. End pieces of
webbing to be overlapping and stapled
on overlap with heavy duty industrial
staples penetrating 15mm into poles.
50-79mm Ø 800mm CCA treated half
round pole as cross bracing
90-100mm Ø 2700mm CCA treated
round pole
G.L

SECTION
Tree

30mm wide soft UV resistant webbing
90-100mm Ø 2700mm CCA treated
round pole. To be inserted STRAIGHT
and AGAINST the root ball, directly
opposite one another
50-79mm Ø 800mm CCA treated half
round pole as cross bracing
Root ball
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This firm was instructed by Mr Lourens Vervaart, as sole director of Buildevco Property
Developers (Pty) Ltd., the purchaser of unregistered erf 19822, Kuils river to handle all
town planning related actions required to secure the Rezoning and Subdivision rights
on this property. The Power of Attorney is attached as Addendum 1. The signed
purchase agreement between the land owner, Communicare and Buildevco
Property Developers (Pty) Ltd. is attached as Addendum 2 to this motivation. The
resolution giving Mr Vervaart the right to represent Buildevco Property Developers
(Pty) Ltd. is attached as Addendum 3.

2.

BACKGROUND

Mr Vervaart is currently in the process of acquiring erf 19822 which is an unregistered
portion of erf 19719. The General Plan containing this approved subdivision has been
approved by the Surveyor General but to date it has not been cleared in terms of
Section 137 and as such no title deed for this portion exists. For the sake of this
application the title deed for 19719 is attached as Addendum 4.

3.

PURPOSE

It is the purpose of this memorandum to apply for the following:
•

Rezone unregistered erf 19822 from Community zone 1 to General Residential
Sub zoning 1: Group Housing (GR1) for the purpose of establishing:
-

13 Group Housing units;

-

1 Private Open Space combined with a Private road portion

in terms of Section 42(a) of the City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By-law
of 2015
•

Subdivide unregistered erf 19822 into 14 (fourteen) portions in terms of Section
42(d) of the City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By-law of 2015

•

The certification of a Home Owner’s Association constitution in terms of
Section 42(p) of the City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By-law of 2015

•

Permanent departure from the street boundary building line on Sandalwood
street from 5m to 3m in terms of Section 42(d) of the City of Cape Town
Municipal Planning By-law of 2015.
Pierre Jordaan
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•

Consent use in terms of Section 42(i) of the City of Cape Town Municipal
Planning By-law of 2015, to establish the proposed retention pond on portion
14 as a utility service.

•

The approval of the Site Development Plan with reference 01233/A

•

Approval of the Landscaping Plan with reference LP001

•

Approval of the private development name as Carmen Place and the private
internal street as Carmen close

4.

PROPERTY & TITLE DEED DETAILS

Ungistered erf 19822, Kuils river
SIZE:
Unregistered

erf

7557m²

19822
OWNER:

Communicare (see Addendum 2 for proof of sale)

TITLE DEED NO:

T 10372/2006 (for mother erf 19719)

BORDERS:
NORTH

Sandalwood street & erf 19721 (river corridor)

SOUTH

Erf 19828 to 19832

EAST

Erf 19823 to 19826

WEST

Unregistered erf 19821 (Power line corridor)

T-DEED

None

RESTRICTIONS:
DIAGRAM NO:

4313/2005

ZONING:

Community zone 1

Title deed and General Plan attached as Addendum 4 and 5 respectively.

5.

LOCATION

Unregistered Erf 19822, here after known as the property is situated along
Sandalwood street in the Rouxville suburb of Kuils river (See aerial image location
below). Locality Plan attached as Plan 1.
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Figure 1: Locality

6.

PHYSICAL FEATURES

As can be seen on photographs below the property is vacant. It is covered by Kikuyu
grass and weeds with no mature trees existing on the site. The soil and vegetation
typology below;

Figure 2: Soil type
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Figure 3: Vegetation type
Please note that although Cape Flats Sand Fynbos is deemed critically endangered
there are no remnants of it left on the property. It is also not marked as being a
Critical Biodiversity Area due to no remnants of this vegetation type remaining due to
high disturbance and clearance by local farm dwellers for horse feed. See
confirmation below from the DEADP response to the applicability of the NEMA
legislation;
Historically the site is comprised of Cape Flats Sand Fynbos, a vegetation type
classified as critically endangered in terms of Section 52 of National Environmental
Management: Biodiversity Act, 2004: National List of Ecosystems that are Threatened
and in Need of Protection, 2011. However, the site is transformed with few natural
elements remaining.
Note the reeds on photo 1 below which gave the impression that there might be
wtland on the property. My client aooiunted a Freshwater consultant to investigate
this and the report is attached as Addendum 6 with the following conclusion;
Although the NBA and CoCT Databases (Figure 6 and 7) identified a wetland within
the study area, no such features were identified during the site investigation. It is also
noted that existing residential development has occurred within the wetland
identified by the NBA (Figure 6), which have set a precedent for development along
Sandlewood Road and the Bottelary River. Considering that the proposed activities in
the study area would be an infill6 development in an already urbanised area, should
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the proposed development ensure no negative impacts to the Botteraly River, the
proposed development is considered acceptable from a freshwater ecological
point of view (with the implementation of the above-mentioned mitigation
measures).

Photo 1: View of the vegetation on site from Sandalwood street

Photo 2: View to the east along Sandalwood road with the Bottelary river corridor to
the left on the picture
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Photo 3: View of the overhead Power line to the west of the property

Photo 4: View along Sandalwood road to the west with a Group housing site
adjacent the power line corridor on the west

7.

SURROUNDING LAND USE

Land use in the area is predominantly a mix of single dwellings and mixed density
townhouse developments as can be seen on the figure below. Erf sized in the area
range from 300m² for the group housing to the west along the power line servitude to
an average of 800m² for the single residential erven to the south and east of the
property. The proposed erf sizes of approximately 40om² there for fits in perfectly in
terms of the mixed density nature of the area. To the west of the property lies a 60m
wide power line servitude which has no impact on the proposal. To the north of the
property lies the Bottelary river corridor with the river being approximately 50m away
from it.
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Figure 4: Surrounding land use

8.

ZONING

As stated before the property is zoned Community zone 1 as per the extract
from the City’s egis viewer below;

Figure 5: Zoning
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9.

APPLICATION DETAILS

The purpose of this application is to:
•

Rezone unregistered erf 19822 from Community zone 1 to General Residential
Sub zoning 1: Group Housing (GR1) for the purpose of establishing:
-

13 Group Housing units;

-

1 Private Open Space combined with a Private road portion

in terms of Section 42(a) of the City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By-law
of 2015
•

Subdivide unregistered erf 19822 into 14 (fourteen) portions in terms of Section
42(d) of the City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By-law of 2015

•

The certification of a Home Owner’s Association constitution in terms of
Section 42(p) of the City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By-law of 2015

•

Permanent departure from the street boundary building line on Sandalwood
street from 5m to 3m in terms of Section 42(d) of the City of Cape Town
Municipal Planning By-law of 2015.

•

Consent use in terms of Section 42(i) of the City of Cape Town Municipal
Planning By-law of 2015, to establish the proposed retention pond on portion
14 as a utility service.

•

The approval of the Site Development Plan with reference 01233/A

•

Approval of the Landscaping Plan with reference LP001

•

Approval of the private development name as Carmen Place and the private
internal street as Carmen close

10.

LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS

The additional requirements in terms of other legislation supporting the Land use
application in terms of the CoCT By-law of 2015 are the following:
National Heritage Resources Act:
The development proposal covers an area more than 5000m² and therefor triggers
any activity warranting an assessment in terms of this legislation. The necessary
Record of Decision from HWC was obtained and is attached as Addendum 8.
National Environmental Management Act:
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The response from DEADP to the applicability of the Environmental legislation is
attached as Addendum 7 and concludes that no Environmental authorization is
required due to no activities being triggered by the proposal.

11.

PLANNING POLICY

Figure 6: Extract from the Tygerberg District Plan

It is evident from the above extract from the District Plan that the area where the
property is located is earmarked for urban development. The proposal is deemed
consistent with this Local Spatial Development Policy as well as the applicable
Development Policies for the area due to alignment with the following policy
guidelines:
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•

City of Cape Town Municipal Spatial Development Framework (MSDF)

Figure 7: Extract from the MSDF Consolidated Spatial Plan

Incremental Growth and Consolidation Areas are areas where the City is committed
to servicing existing communities and where new development will be subject to
infrastructure capacity.
The City will not invest in Discouraged Growth Areas, which include protected areas
based on natural and agricultural assets, areas with a lack of social and physical
infrastructure and areas that do not contribute to spatial transformation, inward
growth or the premise of transit-oriented development.

Figure 8: Spatial development guidelines
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The proposed development of the property is there for deemed aligned with the
initiatives of the MSDF in terms of the following;
It is a new development and capacity availability has been confirmed.
The proposal forms part of the existing built footprint (urban area as per the
District Plan)
It supports diversification of residential patterns in terms of the provision of a
secured group housing development proposal.
It is a Rezoning with the purpose of land intensification by means of
densification.
It supports the maintenance and upgrade of the existing infrastructure by
optimally utilizing the available network and providing the City with the
opportunity to obtain capital contributions from a private developer.
•

Densification Policy
The Densification Policy’s more specific objectives are to:
−

Ensure optimal and efficient use of infrastructure, services, facilities and
land;

−

Support the development of a viable public transport system and to
improve levels of access to the city’s resources and amenities;

−

Protect, manage and enhance the natural and built environment and
significant cultural landscapes;

−

Provide

a

framework

and

guidelines

for

the

assessment

of

development proposals;
−

Provide homeowners and property investors with a level of certainty
regarding areas that will be targeted for various types of densification;

−

Ensure that the scale and character (in terms of bulk, height and
architectural styling) of higher-density areas are appropriate to the
immediate context;

−

Support the development of mixed land uses, providing for vitality,
opportunities and integrated living environments;

−

Cater for the trend of decreasing household sizes; and contribute to
the creation of a sense of place and the development of attractive
and safe urban environments.
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The proposal conforms to all the principles of the densification policy by
supporting the built environment and catering for the trend of the decreasing
need for large vacant properties and shrinking household sizes; contributing to
the creation of a sense of place and the development of attractive and safe
urban environments. The proposed site development will be sensitive to the
scale and character of its immediate local context and will strive to
complement similar developments in the area in terms of its architectural
styling. This firm is of the opinion that it fits in perfectly with the current trend of
development in the area by providing an opportunity for densification while
still conforming to the medium density nature of the surrounding residential
developments.
•

Economic Growth Strategy, 2013:
The City of Cape Town Economic Growth Strategy, 2013 is structured around
five strategic areas:
−

Building a globally competitive city through institutional and regulatory
changes.

−

Providing the right basic service, transport and ICT infrastructure

−

Utilizing work and skills programs to promote growth that is inclusive

−

Leveraging trade and sector development functions to maximum
advantage

−

Ensuring that growth is environmentally sustainable in the long-term.

The proposal is seen as consistent with this policy due to the fact that it
provides medium density housing opportunities in close proximity to the
Saxdowne road development route where land use intensification is
supported. This means that people is central to the growing Haasendal local
business node and the Langverwact / Saxdowne regional node as well as the
Haasendal suburban growth areas. This central location close to the
Saxdowne road development route means better access to their places of
employment and public transport in the above mentioned nodes and the
proposal is therefore supporting the local economic growth of the area in
terms of access and availability.
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•

Social Development Strategy, 2013
The City of Cape Town Social Development Strategy (SDS) which is structured
around five broad high-level objectives. These are:
−

Maximize income generating opportunities for people who are
excluded or at risk of exclusion

−

Build and promote safe households and communities

−

Support the most vulnerable through enhancing access to infrastructure
and services

−

Promote and foster social integration

−

Mobilize resources for social development

The proposal is deemed consistent with the principles and goals of this Policy
due to the fact that it promotes safe households and communities as well as
supporting the integration of development densities which means social
integration of different levels of income groups and diversification of densities.
•

Integrated Development Plan, 2012-2017
The priority action areas have been grouped as follows:
−

Transport

−

Economic

−

Housing and infrastructure

−

Environmental

−

Social

The proposal is deemed consistent with the goals of this Policy due to the fact
that it provides quality and safe housing opportunities and contributes to the
upgrade of the receiving infrastructure. It also supports social integration and
economic growth without any impacts on the natural or built environment.
•

Transport Orientated Development Strategic Framework, 2016
TOD aims to create a city where:
−

the urban space is compact and well connected

−

developments are conducive to economic and social efficiency

−

residents have easy access to efficient, sustainable and affordable
public transport
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−

living and breathing is easy as shorter travelling distances will reduce the
number of carbon emissions from transport

The above goals can be achieved by:
−

If we invest in areas with transport and residential development, we are
paving the way for businesses to follow the footfall and bring jobs into
those hubs.

−

Where there is existing transport, we need to prioritize development to
support these networks and attract more people to make use of
residential and economic opportunities.

−

Where there is a favorable location, we need to optimize land use by
investing in transport and development.

−

Where there is development but no transport, we need to invest in
creating connectivity.

The proposal is deemed consistent with the policy as it supports the investment
in residential development at a favorable and easily accessible location with
the accompanying optimization and intensification of land use which in turn
will support the existing transport network and will further contribute to the
upgrade of this network. The proximity to the Saxdowne road development
route and the central location with ease of access to the northern Haasendal
commercial node and the Langverwacht regional node further supports the
TOD strategic policy directives.
•

Metropolitan Spatial Planning Development Framework (MSPDF)
The proposal supports this Policy due to the following factors:
−

It constitutes urban infill and therefore prevents urban sprawl

−

It supports urban densification

−

It supports the provision of housing in the middle to high income market

−

It supports the optimal utilization of available services

−

It provides an opportunity for the acquisition of additional property
taxes and capital contributions
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•

Urban Design Policy
The applicant had various consultations with the City’s Urban Design
Department.

Said

department

ultimately

supported

the

proposed

architectural style and built form, which indicates that it aligns with the Policy
principles of positive interfaces to improve the public realm, creation of safe
and legible spaces, creation of easily accessible spaces etc. See the record
of pre- consultation attached as Addendum 9 as proof of the above.
•

Gated Development Policy (GDP)
A 2005 report by the SA Human Rights Commission did not find gating as an
appropriate security measure as it is perceived to lead to social polarization
and dysfunctional cities.
The GDP however states where entirely private estates and areas (with
private roads) are concerned, full access control is permitted (as only private
roads and spaces are involved).
As per Policy, this development only requires one access, as the Policy
restriction of 250 individual units are not being exceeded.
As such, the proposal complies with the City’s Gated Development Policy by
not fragmenting existing neighbourhoods (i.e. improving mobility through the
area); enclosing of private estates permitted and the one access point is
supported.

•

Street naming and numbering policy
The proposed street name, namely Carmen close, is presented for approval.
This is deemed to be unique and not used in the administrative district. The
proposal therefore aligns with Policy by creating legible street names which is
not a repetition of an existing street name in the district.

•

Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act (SPLUMA)

The principles of SPLUMA are;
SPATIAL JUSTICE:
∗

Past spatial and other development imbalances must be redressed through
improved access to and use of land.
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∗

Spatial planning mechanisms, including land use schemes, must incorporate
provisions that enable redress in access to land by disadvantaged
communities and persons.

∗

Land development procedures must include provisions that accommodate
access to secure tenure and the incremental upgrading of informal areas.

The proposal aligns with the above by means of providing a housing development
that will ensure employment to the local community (building contractors, garden
services, and domestic workers) and also provide housing to the middle income
market. This will ensure capital investment necessary to contribute to the upgrading
of informal areas.
SPATIAL EFFICIENCY:
∗

Land development must optimize the use of existing resources and
infrastructure.

∗

Decision-making procedures must be designed to minimize negative financial,
social, economic or environmental impacts.

The proposal aligns with the above in terms of providing a residential infill opportunity
which supports optimized use of the existing infrastructure and resources in terms of
access and proximity to a workforce in need of employment. It also has no negative
financial, social, economic or environmental impacts as it is purely an infill
opportunity within the urban edge.
SPATIAL SUSTAINABILITY:
∗

Special consideration must be given to the protection of prime and unique
agricultural land.

∗

Land use issues must be dealt consistently in accordance with environmental
management instruments.

∗

Land use management and planning must promote and stimulate the
effective and equitable functioning of land markets.

∗

Land development should only be promoted in locations that are sustainable,
limit urban sprawl, and result in communities that are viable.

The proposal is deemed to be consistent with the above mentioned principles due to
the following supporting criteria;
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The proposal constitutes infill development and is there for located within the
urban fabric of central Kuils river within a designated and adopted urban edge
with no impact on natural or agricultural resources.
The proposal is deemed to have no environmental impact as supported by the
letter from DEADP with regards to the applicability of the NEMA legislation..
The proposal will conform to the principle of effectively functioning land
markets as it provides an opportunity for a developer or investor’s to invest in a
housing development where the return on investment exceeds the capital
investment by some margin due to the growing nature of the Haasendal area
and the future investment potential being unlocked in an established
residential area.
The proposal limits urban sprawl as it constitutes infill, is sustainable due to the
housing typology it represents and is viable due to the growing urban nature of
the area.
SPATIAL RESILIENCE:
∗

Spatial plans, policies and land use management systems must be flexible to
ensure sustainable livelihoods in communities most likely to suffer the impacts
of economic and environmental shocks.
The proposal is aligned with the Spatial Development Framework guidelines as
well as the MSDF and is there for deemed to be consistent with SPLUMA in terms
of the spatial resilience principle.

GOOD ADMINISTRATION:
The successful submission and public participation to obtain eventual approval will
be in accordance with all legislative requirements in terms of the By-law and Policies
related to the area and there for the support and approval will in fact mean the
principle of good administration is upheld.

Land Use Planning Act of 2014 (LUPA)
This Act has the following purpose;
To consolidate legislation in the Province pertaining to provincial planning, regional
planning and development, urban and rural development, regulation, support and
monitoring of municipal planning and regulation of public places and municipal
roads arising from subdivisions; to make provision for provincial spatial development
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frameworks; to provide for minimum standards for, and the efficient coordination of,
spatial development frameworks; to provide for minimum norms and standards for
effective municipal development management; to regulate provincial development
management; to regulate the effect of land development on agriculture; to provide
for land use planning principles; to repeal certain old-order laws; and to provide for
matters incidental thereto.
Section 36 (6) of LUPA states;
(6) When a municipality approves a rezoning for a purpose that includes subdivision,
it must impose conditions making provision for at least—
(a)

density requirements;

(b)

main land uses and the extent thereof; and

(c)

a detailed phasing plan or a framework including—

(i)

main transport routes;

(ii)

main land uses;

(iii)

bulk infrastructure;

(iv)

requirements of organs of state;

(v)

public open space requirements; and

(vi)

physical development constraints.

The proposal is aligned with the criteria of Section 36 (6) of LUPA due to the following;
It meets medium density requirements at a density of 17 units/ha.
It complements the surrounding residential land use nature of the area.
It will not be a phased development but will address all infrastructure and
meet all development management scheme requirements.
There are no physical development constraints that need mitigation due to
the degraded nature of the site.
The proposal is aligned with all Policy guidelines and is there for deemed to be in
conformance with the criteria and principles of LUPA.
12.

RESTRICTIONS

According to the title deed (Addendum 4) no restrictive conditions exist that will
influence the proposed application and the subsequent development of the
property. It is this firm’s opinion that any restrictive conditions contained in the title
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deed for the mother erf will be automatically transferred onto this property and
T10372/2006 contains no restrictive development conditions.
Physical restrictions:
As concluded by the Freshwater report and DEADP confirmation letter attached as
Addenda 6 and 7 respectively no physical restriction exist on the site or in the
surrounding natural environment that would restrict the development proposal.
Built restrictions:
The property is vacant there for no built restrictions exist.

13.

REQUIRED CONSULTATION & PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Proof of pre submission consultation is required In terms of the City of Cape Town Bylaw of 2015.

The relevant pre consultation was done by means of email

correspondence with all relevant departments of the City and the subsequent
response and support from the officials are attached as Addendum 9.
It is clear from the response that all the officials that responded supported the
proposal with conditions. The final Site Development proposal and the detailed
design is a direct result of the input and recommendations obtained from this
process.

14.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CARMEN PLACE AS PRIVATE SECURITY DEVELOPMENT

This memorandum to motivate and support the change of land use and creation of
14 new portions will give way to the development of a high quality Group housing
development titled Carmen Place as per the proposal below.
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THE PROPOSAL

Figure 9: Proposed Site Development Plan (Plan 3)

The City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By-law of 2015 defines group housing as:
‘group housing’ and ‘group housing scheme’ means a group of separate and/or
linked dwelling units which may be subdivided but are planned, designed and built
as a harmonious architectural entity and integrated with open space in an ordered
way;
It is then in accordance with this definition that Carmen Place was designed and is
presented for positive consideration. It will have the purpose of establishing a high
quality, medium density, architecturally sound group housing development catering
in the medium income market. The development will consist of:
-

13 single title double storey Group housing units ranging from 190,25m² (unit
types A and C) to 205,60m² (unit F) of floor space on 13 portions ranging in size
from 360m² (Portion 4) to 496m²(Portion 10).
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The unit types are attached as Plan 4.
The portions and sizes are as follows (also see the Plan of Subdivision attached
as Plan 2):

-

Portion:

Approximate area (m²):

1

441m²

2

428m²

3

462m²

4

360m²

5

374m²

6

398m²

7

480m²

8

412m²

9

411m²

10

496m²

11

426m²

12

395m²

13

412m²

One portion (14) of ±2063m² allocated for Private road (Carmen Close) and
Private Open Space use which will be utilized for recreation (±468m²),
landscaping and the retention pond facility.

a.

DEVELOPMENT SCHEME PARAMETERS

The development parameters in the General Residential Subzone GR1 are as
follows:
(If the development proposal conforms it will be Yes or No)
By- Law regulation:

Proposal conform:

Density:

Yes

35 units / ha

17 units / ha

Height

Yes

8m to wallplate

5,4m to wallplate

10m to rooftop

6,8m to rooftop
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Building lines:
External street building line

No

5m

3m (departure)

Internal street building line

Yes

0m

0m

Garages

Yes

5m from internal road kerb

5m minimum

Common boundary building line
External boundaries

Yes

3m

3m

Internal

Yes

0m

1,5m

Parking

Yes

2 bays per unit

13 double garages +
26 drive way bays+
Total bays: 39

Departure from the 5m street boundary building line on Sandalwood street to 3m
This departure can be motivated as follows;
It aligns the development proposal and the Site development with the
directives of the Urban Design Policy with regards to the following;
•

It creates an active streetscape along Sandalwood street with the unit
being set closer to the boundary with the first floor balcony acting as an
overlooking feature

•

It provides increased surveillance on this public verge along Sandalwood
street

•

It ensures a more aesthetically pleasing streetscape along Sandalwood
street with a variation of unit types proposed along this verge.

•

The stoep areas leading from the braai room on the ground floor and
the overlooking balconies on the first floor will further improve integration
and creates a more legible urban place.
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Boundary treatment:
A 1,8m high block built semi permeable plastered boundary wall on the
northern (Sandalwood street) and western boundary (See elevation below).
The pre- cast cement wall on the eastern and southern boundary will be
retained.

Figure 10: Boundary wall on Sandalwood street

b.

SERVICES

The Services Investigation Report prepared by Broadco Consulting (attached
as Addendum 10) has the following conclusions:
ROADS & ACCESSES
A gated access with a 12m stacking distance will be provided off Sandalwood
Road for the development. The entrance will be a 6m wide dual way road up
to the cul-de-sac, where it changes to a 4m wide one way direction road
providing access to the individual erven. The internal road will be surfaced with
80mm interlocking pavers with a minimum cross fall of 2%. A refuse truck
embayment will be allowed for in Sandalwood Road on the downstream side
of the entrance. The development will have minor impact on the adjacent
roads in the area and no traffic statement or study will be required.
STORMWATER
An underground storm water pipe system, with a minimum diameter of 375mm,
will be designed to convey at least the 1:2 Year Recurrence Interval(RI) storm
water runoff from the development to a proposed storm water treatment and
attenuation facility in the western corner of the development.
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From the attenuation facility, a storm water outfall pipe and overland escape
route will need to be installed to Sandalwood Road. The storm water outfall
pipe will connect to the existing 375mm storm water pipe in Sandalwood Road.
Flood lines for the Bottelary River were received from the City of Cape Town
which indicated that the 1:50 & 1:100Yr flood lines encroaches the property
along the north western boundary. It is proposed that the property is filled up to
the boundary line to at least the 1:50Yr flood line level to smoothen the flood
line to the outside of the property along the boundary line. For this to be
achieved the ground levels along the boundary will need to be raised
between 0-250mm for the 50 Year flood line, and 0-350mm for the 100 Yr flood
line. The finished floor levels of the 4 dwellings planned next to this boundary
will have to be constructed above the 1:100 Yr flood level.
FOUL SEWER
There is an existing 200mm Ø municipal sewer main traversing the north
western boundary of the property within the Sandalwood Road, road reserve.
The topography of the site allows for a new 160mm Ø connection to be
installed on the existing municipal sewer main for the development. A private
internal 160mm Ø sewer system, with 110mm Ø connection points to the
individual erven, will be designed for the proposed development.
WATER
An existing 160mm diameter water main traverses the north western boundary
of the property. A new 110mm water connection with an 80mm municipal bulk
meter is proposed off the existing 160mm water main for the development. An
internal 110mm private pipe network with 25mm water connections to each erf
will be provided. This will allow for individual private metering, should it be
required.
SOLID WASTE
Refuse truck embayment will be provided on the downstream side of the
entrance to the development in the Sandalwood Road verge. A formalised bin
area will also be provided in front of the gate near the refuse truck
embayment for the residents to place their bins on refuse collection days.
TELECOMMUNICATION
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A private internal telecommunication sleeve network to each property will be
provided.

c.

ARCHITECTURE

The image below form part of the architectural approach to the design. The
elevations and Unit typology attached as Plan 4 along with the Architectural
Guidelines attached as Addendum 11 serve the following purposes in terms of
design and architectural styling:
The intended style for this development could be defined as Regional
and Contemporary Cape Architecture with the main objective to retain
the rural character of Kuils river.
the aim of the guidelines and conditions is to avoid harsh contrasts and
to encourage sensitive design so that there is harmony between the
buildings and their sites and amongst the buildings themselves. While
freedom of individual expression is permitted in terms of choice of
garden layout and buildings, this is necessarily limited by those controls
which are considered to be mutually advantageous to all residents.
Design principles have been established with the intention to create
compatibility of Architectural styles rather than repetition.
To encourage a variety within the constraints of these guidelines,
interpretation and flexibility is vitally important to achieve a harmonious
aesthetically pleasing development character without being excessively
prescriptive and without eliminating freedom of choice.

Figure 11: Internal streetscape to show the architectural styling and design features
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d.

LANDSCAPING

The Site Development will be subjected to the implementation of landscaping
elements as per the Landscaping Plan attached as Plan 5. The sidewalk on
Sandalwood street will be fully landscaped consisting of a paved 1,8m wide
pedestrian walkway, a mix of groundcover shrubs and trees Internally one tree
will be planted for each unit in the internal road reserve with the recreational
area (kick about area) grassed and treed with a jungle gym and bench
seating.

e.

IMPLEMENTATION OF URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The Urban Design Policy has the following objectives with regards to new
development proposals:
“When compiling development proposals, the logic of the underlying urban
structure should be communicated in a clear, rational and well-articulated
manner. Proposals should demonstrate how a new development fits into and
contributes positively to its surrounding context, addresses spatial, economic
and social segregation, improves integration and creates more legible urban
places.”
The development proposal and Site Development is 50m from the Bottelary
river corridor which is a major natural element to consider in the context of the
urban design. The design and planning philosophy therefor had to take this into
account with regards to orientation, internal road circulation as well as
desirability in terms of the finished product relating to its surroundings and the
character of the area. So the design had to find a balance between this
articulation with the river corridor and units fronting onto an internal private
road to create focus on the centrally located recreation area. The unit type
design was there for revisited to create features (braai room stoep area and
overlooking balconies) to create that positive interface with the external
streetscape to prevent a blank façade and comply with the Urban Design
Policy directives. This was then also accepted by the Urban Design branch as
per the pre- submission consultation record.
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f.

ACCESS

A gated access with a 12m stacking distance will be provided off Sandalwood
Road for the development. The entrance will be a 6m wide dual way road up
to the cul-de-sac, where it changes to a 4m wide one way direction road
providing access to the individual erven. The internal road will be surfaced with
interlocking pavers. A refuse truck embayment will be allowed for in
Sandalwood Road on the downstream side of the entrance.
The development will have minor impact on the adjacent roads in the area
and no traffic statement or study will be required.

g.

HOME OWNER’S CONSTITUTION

A Home Owner’s Constitution attached as Addendum 12 is presented for
approval as per Section 42(p) of the City of Cape Town Municipal Planning Bylaw of 2015.

h.

VIABILITY

The development proposal is deemed viable due to the following supporting
factors:
−

It provides quality housing in a growing medium income residential
market where location and accessibility are key factors of consideration.

−

It supports the Local and Provincial Planning strategies with regards to
infill and densification.

−

It does not impact negatively on the built or natural environment but it
fits perfectly into the mixed density residential use nature of the area to
where some high density land use exists in the form of group housing to
the west and lower density to the south.

−

It can there for be seen as a type of medium density transition from the
southern

low

density

urban

area

towards

Sandalwood

street

incorporating all the structuring elements into the design philosophy.
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i.

SUSTAINABILITY

The proposed development is considered sustainable due to the following
supporting factors:
−

It will add value to the area and this value adding will not decrease.

−

It will support the future infill and expansion opportunities on similar large
properties in the area where the zoning is not viable in terms of land cost
and development trends.

−

It will support the upgrade and expansion of the municipal infrastructure
and will support the optimal utilization of this infrastructure.

−

The architecture and design strategy will create a more harmonious and
homogenous built environment. This will add value to the surrounding
built and natural environment through a sustainable infill development
proposal supporting a soft landscaped recreational area as focal point
with unit typology creating a positive street interface. This will contribute
largely to the positive creation of a sense of place.

j.

DESIRABILITY in terms of SECTION 99(3) of the THE MUNICIPAL BYLAW (2015)

The following criteria are deemed as desirability factors to be considered in the
motivation of the development proposal:
(motivation in support in bolded italics)
Socio- economic impact;
The proposal will ensure that the development be implemented at a time
when the housing economy in the Western Cape is experiencing growth
due to competitive interest rates and will be seen as having a positive
impact on the local economy in terms of the market it targets. The
added access control, security, Architectural design and Home Owner’s
Constitution will have an immense social impact as these are socially
binding factors due to rising criminality and social insecurities as well as
ensuring value adding to the investor’s assets.
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Compatibility with surrounding uses;
As said before the proposed development fits perfectly into the current
trend of infill development and the mixed density residential nature of
the surrounding area.
Impact on the external engineering services;
The impact can be seen as low as concluded by the Engineering
Services report attached as Addendum 10.
Impact on safety, health and wellbeing of the surrounding community;
The implementation of the development proposal will add to the safety,
health and wellbeing of the community in so far as it will support the built
area and add numbers to the community which in itself aids community
safety by means of increased surveillance. The utilization of large
properties for infill development reduces the possibility of these spaces
being used by vagrants and criminal elements which seems to be the
case in this specific area due to unemployed farm dwellers using
Sandalwood street as connection between the Bottelary farming area
and the Kuils river CBD.
Impact on heritage;
No impact exists as the Record of Decision was obtained and is attached
as Addendum 8.
Impact on the biophysical environment;
The development proposal is located in a growing residential area
where mixed density residential developments are common. The
interface of these developments with the major natural feature in the
form of the Bottelary river corridor is a very important structuring factor
and as such the proposal should be sensitive to this natural environment
which it is in terms of the engineering strategy accommodating the 1:50
year flood line. Raising the floor levels of the units on Portions 10 to 13 will
adequately address this issue.
Traffic impacts, parking, access and other transport related
considerations;
The development will have minor impact on the adjacent roads in the
area and no traffic statement or study will be required.
Pierre Jordaan
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Whether the imposition of conditions can mitigate an adverse impact of
the proposed land use.
The development conditions set as part of the approval will be the result
of due process and all the necessary requirements in terms of other
legislation will be adhered to as required by the process. The notion is
held that the proposed development and the subsequent approved land
use will contribute to the developing nature of the area but at the same
time it will protect the existing established low density neighborhood by
acting as a medium density transitional buffer preventing higher density
development encroaching onto the Bottelary river corridor which is a
very important natural element in the receiving environment to consider
in terms of impact. It will therefore not have an adverse impact on the
receiving environment.

15.

SUPPORTING MOTIVATION
With all the above mentioned motivational criteria supporting a development
proposal that would have a highly positive impact on the local economy as
well as the built nature of the receiving environment, no negative impacts are
envisaged which would affect the development potential of CARMEN PLACE.
The development provides an opportunity to fill and densify in accordance
with the Strategic Policies guiding development in this area. It is the aim of the
developer to create an architecturally sound and economically viable product
which would add to the value and character of the area as well as being a
solid opportunity for a return on both his investment as well the investment of
potential middle income investors in this housing market.
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16.

SUMMARY
This application for rezoning and subdivision with a departure are therefore
seen favourable as it will have no negative impact on the surrounding built or
natural environment but will ensure the most viable and sustainable
development implementation of a vacant land parcel. The realization of this
infill and medium density densification proposal will deliver the best product to
the market ensuring the best economic return on investment. It is therefore
encouraged and recommended for approval.

Pierre Jordaan
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CITY OF CAPE TOWN
ISIXEKO SASEKAPA
STAD KAAPSTAD

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

OBJECT ION, COMME NT OR REPRESENTATION

to an application received by the City

(prescribed form in terms of section 90 of the City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By-La w , 2015
(MPBL))

If you wish to object, comment or provide representation in terms of section 90 of the City of Cape Town
M unicipal Pl anning By-law, 2015 (MPBL)
towards a land use application being consi dered by the City you wi ll be required to comp lete this form to
ensu re the objection, comment or
representation is valid.
Use of this form does not lim it an y supplementary documentation that you may wish to bring to the attention
of the decision authority. All
documents you w ish to submit for consideration by t he decision authority shou ld be atta ched and submitted
simultaneously with this fo rm .
Please co mplete/tick the appropriate boxes below, provide a motivation/exp lanation of your answe r, atta
ch any supplementary documentation to
this form and submit it to the re levant email add ress as specified in th e notice .
Subject to section 90(7) of the MPBL you r submission may appear on a public agenda . In terms of section
92 of the MPB L your submission w ill be
referred to the applicant to all ow fo r a r-esponse to the City.

SECTION A: APPLICATION DETAILS
Case ID

I

f

05"y-/ 3 btf

Subject erf numbe r

S'9- N D~l W7JoD

Street addre ss of the subj ect property

(°J K 22--

fLD I fUfU

xv rl{§,

/Cl,( I L,f;

ruV ~~

How did you become aware of the appl icatio n?

[Zl

D

Registered letter via post

□

Onsi te notice

□

N ewspaper

□

City of Cape Town website

Other, plea se specify

SECTION B: DECLARATION BY AFFECTED PARTY OR PARTIES/ PROPERTY OWNERS
In respect of the aforementione d application, I/we the regi stered o wner( s) or resident(s) of the u nde
rme ntioned prem ises, forma lly :

D

Object

[jJ

Comment on

D

Prov ide representation

If the activity is currently in operation, how does the activity affect you?

'.f

P{U)POf BP

14T

I

13AC(c f f 0/A(L

The decision-mak er will use secti on 99(3) of the MPBL to d etermin e the d esi rability of the application
. Should yo u w ish to ali gn your
submission w ith the above-m en t ioned crite ria please visit th e City w e b si t e to p eruse th e MPBL.
Reason for nbject1on , comment or representation must include:
I.
Your interest in the app lic ation .
II.
Effect the applicatio n w ill have on you, your property or the area.
Ill. Any aspect of the application that is c onsidered to be inconsistent with poli cy, and ho w.
JV. W hat impact the devel o pm e1,t ha s on your property.

Are you objecting to the wh o le app lication

D

o r o nly part of it?

f /l/Vf) cy > Of'/JN 6r}C/C
ftC..DN A !:FtC/C YA-fl. D

!ill

Wou ld you support the app lication if particu lar con ditions were imposed?
Such condition(s) must be reasonab le an d relate to the appli cation at hand 1n terms of se cti on 100
o f th e M PB L. If so, sta te the reason a nd
prop ose conditions be lo w :

419

Section~ 20(11 l of the MPBL provides that a person may make a requ est to the Muni cipal Planning Tribunal (MPT) to make an oral
subm1ss1on . For such request to be considered it must comply with t he following requireme nts :
1.
2.

Must be a written request emailed to the following address: M PT.o ralh ea rings@capetown .gov.za .
Adequate reasons mu st be given for such requ est.

3.

The re quest must be received at the above -mentioned address at lea st five days before the MPT meeting where t he application(s) w ill
be considered , or closer to the meeting if good caus e is shown .

To assist you in deciding whether you would like to make suc h request, go to the following w eb link to view the MPT meeting date s:
http://www.capetown .g ov.za/Fam i1y%20a nd%20 ho m e/m eet-t h e-city/ c ity-cou ncil/M eeting-calen d ar.
You will be able to view MPT meeting dates, agendas and reports using erf numbers, physical add re sses and case ID.
Requestor to note that you w ill be required to identify when the app li cation to wh ich you wi sh to make oral submi ss ion on, will appear on
the Tribunal agenda in order for you to submit the request in time as per the above requirement.
By lodg ing an objection , comment or representation , you acknowledge and co nsent that:
(i) the personal information you provide will be processed by the City of Cape Town , its agents and/or its repre sentative s (and for the
purposes of, or in connection with, the application);
(ii) such processing comp lies w ith the obligation imposed by app li cab le law o n the Ci ty of Cape Town ;
(iii ) in accordance with appl icable law, the information you provide may be mad e available to t h e publi c and to the applicant; and
(i v) should you disclose more information than is necessari ly required , such information may also be publ icised .
You are also advised to consider the C ity of Cape Town Privacy Poli cy (a va ilable on the CCT website) and any other POPIA pol icies re lated ,
or relevant to Development Management.

SECTION C: SIGNATORIES DETAILS
Full name and surname
Erf number

I

:JftJC. cJ!!>lL[

I j °I g Zf?J

'A-(C-(7[)

·

··

(Uf;<Yr Ll ,

!LS rUVFBl'L

Emai l address fo r co rrespondence*
• If this form is submitted usmg a different ema i address than the one sta ted above, then note that the City will
only communicate with you usmg the email address from which the form was received.

Q[ 4'

1'~ b

Contact number

I

Cell number

I ()tt{- {Jb

Signature
Date

12-1°101 2-12 1o12-1~,
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Objection to an application
1)

A person who ha s been invited to comment or object, or any person in respon se to a public inv itat ion to comment or object, may object
to, comment on or make representations about the application in accordance with this section.
2) An objection , comment o r representation must be in writing.
3) A late objection, comment o r representation will not be cons id ered unless th e City M anager condo nes th e late submission in terms of
subsection (4 ).
4) The City Ma nager may condone t he late submission of an objection, comment or representation if good cause is shown and consideration
of the late objection, com ment or representation would not (a)
cause an unrea sonable delay; o r
(b)
prejud ice the public interest.
5) A person who submits an objection, comment o r representation must provide o n th e prescribed form (a)
sufficient details of the application fo r it to be readi ly identified;
(b)
their full name;
.
..
(c)
their address and other co ntact deta ils and the method by which they may be notified ;
(d)
their interest in the application;
.
.
.
(e)
the reason for their obj ectio n, comment or representation , in clu ding at least (i)
the effect that the application will have on them or the_area; .
.
.
with policy, and how.
(··11 i any asp ect of the appli cation that. Is co nsidered to be. Inco nsIstent
•
f
·
·
.
.
nt or representation whi ch d oes not meet th e requirements o subsection (5) may be disregarded
.
6)
A no b Ject 1
on, com me
.
.
·
b
d
(5)
f"d
·
. M
(5)( ) an
(c) con I ent1al on good cause shown .
7)
Th e C 1ty anage r ma y keep the info rmatio n provided und er subsections
f
•d
• f
h
·
•
· h
uest the payment of money or any other form o cons1
era tI on rom t e app 1Icant
or an y person involve d In
t e
8)
N o person may req
.
f
b · ·
·
f
b.
·
·
.
.
.
for not subm itting an objection or In
return
or
su
mItt1ng
a
noti
ce
o
no
o
Ject1on
o
r
a
supportive
comment.
app IIcatIon in return
f
f
·
·
f
·
b. ·
f
or any other orm o co nsI·d erat1on
111 return or not submitt
ing an o Ject1on or or
9) N o person mayo ffer a person payment of money
.
submittin a notice of no objection or a supportive comment.
1O) Subsectio~s (B) and (9) do not p rohibit the request for or the offer to undertake measures to mitigate th e impact of the deve lopment
contemplated in the app lication .
.
. .
. .
.
.
11 ) A person w h o con t r avenes subsections (8) or (9) is guilty an offence and upon convIctIon Is liable to th e penalt ies con templated in
se ctio ns 13 3(2 ) and 133( 3 ).

~ Method and date of notification

420

The date of notificat ion is determi ned as follows :
if the notificat ion is provided (a)
orally, itis the date of oral commun ication ;
(b) by hand ,it is the date of delivery or collectio n;
(c)
by registere d post, it is regarde d as the fourth day after the
date stamped upon the receipt for registrat ion issued by the
post office which
accepte d the notice; or
(d)
by email or fax , it is the date that the email or fax is sent,

Interpretation Act No 33 of 1957 section 4
(4)

Reckoni ng of number of days. -Whe n any particula r number
of days is prescrib ed for the doing of any act, or for any other
purpose , the same
shall be reckone d exclusiv e of the first and inclusive of the
last day, unless the last day happens to fall on a Sunday or on
any public holiday, in
which case the time shall be reckone d exclusiv e of the first day
and exclusiv e also of eve ry such Sunday or public holiday.
As an example , if the date of notificat ion is 1 October , then the
first day of calculati on of the 21 day appeal period will be 2 October
and the 21st
day would be 22 Octobe r. If 22 October is either a Sunday or
a publi c holiday, then the closing date will the next followin g
day that is not either
a Sunday or a public holiday.
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CITY OF CAPE TOWN
ISIXEKO SASEKAPA

BEVE LOPM EI\IT MANAG

E

M

LIM

STAD I{AAPSTAD

CIBJECTiOhl, COMMENT OR REPRESENTATION

t6 an application received bythe city

{prescribed form in terms of section 90 of the City of Cope Town Itlunicipal Planring By-Law, 201 5 (f,4PBL})
lf you wish to objeci, comment or pra..rde repre-sentation in lerms oi sectloi 9t o, ihe City o{ Cape Torvn [,lunicipa] Plannlng Bylaq 201 5 ([,4PBL)
C;t_y you wiil be required to ccmplete this lorm to ensu,e the objectlon, comment or

tosaFis a land use app{ication being c-oneidered by the
Epresentation is vali.j.

Useofthi:{ormcjoesnotlimilanysupplementarydocuftentaiionthaiyoumayviishtobriilqtctheaf.entionofthedecisicnauthor;ty.

All

.lo.ument5 you rrish to submlt {or conlideratiofi by lhe de.,i5ion authoritr slrould be atac&ed and subnifteC simu{hneously with this lorm.
P!ease complete/!;ck the appropriate boxes
this fc.m and submi- ir tc the .elevarl emiil

b€lo,{ provide a motlvation,/explanation
lddress as specified in the notice.

of yoUr answer,

SLbledtosenion90{7)oftheI\,4PBL},oursubnlrsiosmayappearonaprblicagendareferred ic the appi icant to aiiow lor a rsspors€ to ihe Citrr.
SECTION

A:

a1_.ach

any s!ppiementary doc!menLat;on

to

Inlermsotsedion92ofthcMPBLyoursuhmissloFwillbe

APPLICATION DETAILS

arr",,

sqbjedertnumber

Street addrers s{the subject propert,
Hovr dlcl you beccme aware of the application?

S

Registereriieterv;apost

lI

c,',",pteas+:p:ci:

9EC11gN

B:

onun"notice

i3

E

Newspaper

i':]

citYofcap.rovrnwebsite

DECLARAT,ON BvAFFECIED PARTY OR PAPIESr' PROPERTY OwNERg

ln respecr ofthe aforemertioned applietjon, llwe the registered ovrne(s) or resident(s) ofthe undermentioned premises, {ornally:

p c,ot..,
l+

Ix-l c,-o"n,"^

[l

o',v'(r 'rFp,rq.nufiun

the activity js clrrrently in operation, how'does the activity a{ledyau,

The Cecision-mal<er will use section 99(3) of the N4PBL to determine the c1esirability o{ th-^ application, Should you wish ro aliqn your
submlssion with the :bove-rnertioned criteria pleese visit the City v/ebsite to peruse the MPBLReason {or cbjection , camme.l qt epresentation must incJude:
I, Yaur interest,n the applicatlen,
ll. Effect the app lication will have o n you, you. property o. tlle a.ea.
lll. Any aspeo of the apFlication th6t is considere{, to be rftconsistent with poiicy, arrd how.
lV. Whd, rn,pcr r he. c'c,i. l,nc Fd: an yo',r p oP.' ry.

Areyouotljectingtothewholeapplicaronl..l o,oniypumof;tl [;l
t_-j

$irtpalt,providertoredetailsbelevr:

y/ouldyou,upporttheapplicationif parlicularconditionswer"i*po..d?

l'.

:],..t-., ]

Such .orrdition{s) must be reasonahle and rei ate to the application ar i:antl in lerms of 5eeion
r;qnditions belol.v:

1

f)0 cf

tre

1N

ENT

ivlPBL- ll so, state rihe reason and
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Section

1

20{1 1 ) o, the MPBL provides that a

perso. may mal(e a request to the l\,4unicipal Planni ng

Tri

brnal (MPTI to make an oral

subrnission Forsuch.eqresttolleconsidereiitmustcondy,iliththefollcv;ingreqliremenr:

- l"lus be a rvriten reqnest emajled to the {ollowing address: MPloralhearings@caoetoo,n.gov.za.
2. Adequate reasons rrust be gjven for such rer.luesl.
3. Thereque*mustbereceivedaltheabove-mentionedaddressatleastlivedatrbe{orethe}dPlmeetlngwherslheapplication{s)*-ill
1

be considerecl. or closer to the meetinq if qood cause is shown.
To aisist you in

decidinq whether you lvould like to make such reques! go to the {ollowing web i hk to ,rie'a the MPT meeling dates:

wlli be able to vierv lvlPT meeting dates, agondas and reports using ed numbers, physical addresses afid case lD.
Requestor to note lhat y6u will be required to identify wben the application to which you wilh to rrake orai submission on, will appear on
the Tribunal agenda in order ior y6r to suirmit the requesi in lime a9 per the above requirement.
Ybu

By

Iodgifrg an objection, cornment or r.presentation, you acknowiedge and consent that:

{i) the personal in{ormation you pro.ride will i:e processecJ by the City of Cape Town. its aqents and/or iG epresentatives {and {ar the
purposes al, ar ift connedion with, the apFlicatianj;
(il) such processing compiies with rhe ob,i.lation impsseC by appli.abl* l.* *n th e City of Cape Town;
(iii) in accordarrce with appli.able law, the iaformatiorr you provide nray be made availabie to the public ald to the applicant; and
(jv) shouid you disclose more information than is neces5ariJy raquired, such inf6rnraLion may a,!o be pubJ;cise.l.
are also advised to consider the City of
or reievant iO Derelopme.rt Manegement-

Yo tr

Ca

pe Town Privacy Paltcy

t

available orr the CCT rvebsite)

a

n.i aay other PCPIA polici+:s

re

iatecl,

SECTION C: SIGNATORIES DETAILS
Full narne and surname
Po.tal addrer.

Eri nurnber

Enrail address for cor.esponden.e*

* ltthislo$it3ubninedLit;ng.dille/eblemaitaddressrhanrheo,esraredabove,thennatethartheCiiytill
aitlf.annttnicarcwtth::ou u.i"g theene;l addtesstan whichihe{orr, wasrxeived.
Contact number

Signature

Cell r,umber

Date
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{}bjediontoanapp,icatiaE
1) Apersonwhohasbeeninvitedtocohmenlorotliect,oranypersofrin.esfiohsetoapubliciiivitatiortocomrneitorclrjact,mayabject

2)
3]

to, .omrnent on or make representaiiors abaLt the appli.atian in accodance with this seat,or.
An objedion. commentor representation must be in ?r'riting.

Alateobject;an.commentorrepresenta$otrvlillnotbeconsiCeredurrlesstheCityiVanagercondonesthelatesubmissionifrtermsof
subsect;cn (4).

4)

lheCi!,FranagorraycondcoeThelataslbrnissioncfanobjedicrn,comfiertor'representatioilifgoodcauseisshovrn:ndcansideratlon
o{ the lale objedigf,, cominent o. repiesentGtiofl ryould not {a) cause an unreasonrble de-ltty, or

(b)
5)

preludice the public irtere6t.
A pc'rson vrho subr:is an objediotr, commeni or representat;on m'st provide on rhe prescrlbed lorn lal sr r#iciert details of the application lor it to be rea riiiy identi{ied;

(b)
(c)
(.i)
1")
6)
7)
9)

theirlull namei
their address and other contad details and th-- method by which the, m:y be rotiiied;
tileir interest in the appiication;
the reason fer their 6bjedi*n, commeirt ar .epreseiltation, inclldi ng a t least {i} th€ ef€ctthat th€ aFplication wili have on them orthe rrerj

{iiJ

anyaspectoftheappli.atronthatisconsideredtobeinconsistentwithpoilcy,andhowiloet roi ileet lhe reqsirerlents of r!b5ecticn i.5? orry

An objection, camment or represenlalign which

l>e

'3isregarr)ed-

TheCityMaiialJc-rmaykeeptheinformatirnprovicleclun.lerstrbse.taons{51{bland(5}(c).onfidentialongoodcalseshovr'n-

hlopersonmayr--qoe*thepeynr€-nro{,rDneyor6nyelireiformol'ccnsideiation{romtheapplicarrtoranypersoni:rrolve<1 irLfre
application ln return for not subnritting an objection or in return lor subnritieg e frotice cl n6 objectian or 6 aupportive comfient.
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Method and date of ootification
The date of nolilicali*n i5determined asfollows:
i+fi e notif;cation ;s prcvided -

(al
{b)
(c)

orally,itisthe.laterloralcommunication;
by hand,k isthe date 6f delivery orccil6dion;
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byemail o; {a4 it isthe date thatthe qrnail or lax
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of '1957 3€d!or 4
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publi. holiday,

in

iftlre date ol natiti.atloni. l ()ctoirer, then the {ir51dayo(*lcqiation o{ the 21 dayappeal period willbe2()aaberanJthe2l:t
daywouldbe22Odober. lf22OdoberiroithoraSundeqorapublich6lidey,ihenthaclosing.latawillihanE)a({allclNisgdayth:tlsnoieither
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ANNEXURE F

Active Planning Solutions
for professional Town & Regional
Planning services
Submission on DAMS

Date: 16/03/2022

Case id: 70571364
Attention: Mrs Ingrid Dorman
City of Cape Town
Development Management: Tygerberg
3rd Floor, Parow Civic Building,
Cnr Voortrekker Road & Tallent Street,
Parow
Response with regards to Public objections and Departmental comments received:
Application for Rezoning, Subdivision , Consent Use, Permanent Departure and approval of the
Proposed Site Development Plan: Unregistered Erf 19822, Kuilsrivier (Sandalwood Street, Rouxville)
Active Planning Solutions submitted the subject application, in terms of the City of Cape Town Planning Bylaw of 2015, to the Tygerberg District’s Planning office of the City of Cape Town Municipality.
This application was legally advertised for the regulatory period and individual notices were also served on
the surrounding affected property owners.
At the closing date for the submission of comments (7) seven objections were received. Due to duplication
these objections are summarized and addressed below in bold italics beneath each valid point of objection.
See the Map below with the subject erf 19822 in blue outlined and the locations of the objectors in
red outlined.

Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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"Double storey units will impact our privacy"
The objector must take note of the fact that the zoning being applied for allows double storey
buildings just as the objector has the right to add another storey to his residence with a building
plan approval. That said the objection was deemed to have some merit and my client instructed the
project architect to amend units A, B, E, F, G and H to reflect smaller fixed frame windows on the
first floor with translucent (frostedglass) where these bedroom areas are facing the objector’s
properties. There are no balconies facing the objector’s properties as is evident from the new
elevations below with the new windows indicated (red blocks and red arrows).

UNIT TYPE A

Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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UNIT TYPE B

UNIT TYPE E

Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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UNIT TYPE F

UNIT TYPE G

Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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UNITY TYPE H

UNIT TYPE G & H

"Impact on the value of our property "
The basis for this objection is unclear. With all respect the proposed units are similar in floor space
size to the objector’s dwelling sizes. If the added floor affects property value this firm struggles to
see how? Property value is calculated according to plot and unit size in m² of land. The proposed
new land units are larger than the average group housing property sizes in the area which actually
puts it in a market bracket just slightly less than a single residential zoned plot.
Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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As mentioned before the proposed average unit’s size of ±200m² is very competitive in terms of
floor space being sold per m². Roughly calculated the average single residential unit size along the
eastern and southern borders are also around 200m².
This effectively equates to a similar value with the added benefits of security and guidelines as
value adding factors.

"Proposed double-story units with windows/balconies will overlook our backyard"
Already addressed above. Note smaller fixed frame windows with translucent (frosted) glass facing
neighbours to the east and south. No balconies are incorporated in the design of the unit types
facing the objector’s properties.
“Strongly feel that all development / building plans should be transparent and discussed with
neighbouring property owners“
The objector should realize that this is an application for a group housing complex with
architectural guidelines, access control and a Home Owner’s Association. With such an application
the By-law requires the submission and approval of a Site Development Plan as a type of “blue
print” for the development. This is not a final building plan submission. If approved one of the
approval conditions will probably read “that the building plans to be submitted are substantially in
accordance with the approved Site Development Plan”. So the fact that the objector has the
opportunity as part of a public participation process to comment / or object as he chooses to do, is
enough of an indication of the transparency he / she is referring to. This even allows an objector to
dictate the placement of windows as is the case here.
“Whoever is living in the properties will have direct access to look inside my backyard where me and
my household swim as well as the windows to my bathroom area "
Note that this objector’s swimming pool on erf 19825 is located to the northern side of the dwelling
largely obscured by the house. The pool area is also situated 10m from the common boundary with
the proposed new unit on Plot 8 being set back another 4m from the dame boundary meaning a
total of 14m. Also note the clip from the SDP below indicating the design of the new unit and the
location of the bedroom area. It will be facing the rear wall and roof of the dwelling on erf 10825.

Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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Again take note of the already mentioned mitigation measures introduced to negate any visual
impacts on the privacy of these objectors.
“I bought this property with a view of the mountain which will now be completely blocked and the
back area of my property overshadowed”
Firstly the objector should note that views are not a right. Secondly the objector should note that
the property currently has the right for a church to be built on it. A church would not need to go this
process of public participation and as such could construct a much larger, solid building with an
allowed height of 12m. The proposal indicates units with a minimum space between them of
approximately 6m at a height of 6,8m. It is simple to see that the proposal has less of an impact
than a church would have had as a primary right on the perceived views. Thirdly the objector has
the right to add a level to his house to ensure better views.

Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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"Raise the wall that the residents cannot see into our property”
The proposed mitigation measures with the windows on the first storey is adequate and the rasing
of common boundary walls higher than 1,8m should not be necessary. Also note that higher walls
mean less natural sunlight on garden areas and create cold and wet spaces.
"backside will be exposed to development – propose that developer amend location / position of
windows of new house to not face to our side”
This has been addressed with the re- location and size of the windows facing the objectors as well
as the added mitigation of translucency.
“I recently put solar panels on my roof valued at R200 000. Two storey homes behind Peperboom
street will have negative implications on the generation of solar power”
It is unlikely that the panels on the roof of the objector’s residence as indicated below at a distance
of approximately 17m from the proposed 6,8m high new unit will in any way be affected. It is also
evident from the superimposed image below that the solar panels have full exposure to the sun
from the full morning and most of the afternoon cycle when the strongest radiation is experienced.

Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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“Traffic will even more affected as Sandalwood and Peperboom are already completely backed up.”
Note that this application for only 13 group housing units does not generate enough trips during
the peak to warrant even a Traffic Impact Statement. As such the objector’s claim to affected traffic
seems uninformed and fact less.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
With reference to the comments and additional requirements received from the following departments see
this office’s official response in bolded italics;

Solid Waste Management: Collections Department: Research and Development
-

No objection with the condition of a refuse room.

The aspect of the refuse room has been clarified and dealt with as per the email
correspondence attached.

City Health: Kraaifontein Environmental Health
-

Supports the application with conditions.

My client accepts these conditions with the clarification with regards to the provision of a
refuse room dealt with as per attached confirmation email.
Spatial Planning & Environment: Urban Planning and Design
-

Supports the application with requirements regarding urban design.

“This layout does allow for overlooking features onto Sandlewood Street but amendments need to be
made to the housing typologies. These are as follows:
a. The large front garden does not always work, as we require the houses to be pushed forward, this
allows for more space to open up for the back gardens and that each dwellings fence can be
brought forward with the dwelling. The landscape proposals need to be shown in a detailed
landscape plan.
The setback creating these front garden areas are the result of;
1. The provision of a minimum of 6m for a driveway to allow adequate space for a double cab
bakkie to park in front of the garages.
2. The rather excessive fall of the property from east to west which will mean creating
separate building platform for the dwellings and garages. Shifting the garages to the side
of the dwelling will be costly in terms of construction due to the gradient of the property. In
Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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short my client is trying to minimize excessive cut and fill. Also note that a design
amendment is proposed to have the lunge areas live out to the side of the dwellings with a
sliding door proposed to these garden areas. This will mean less noise from Sandalwood
road and more privacy. The braai rooms and patio to the rear will however be retained
along Sandalwood road reserve to create that active area overlooking the public realm as
per the Urban Design Policy.
b. Houses of Dwelling Types C & D can be pushed further towards the erf boundary to make bigger
side gardens.
As per the clip from the SDP below these unit types already have very spacious side gardens.
The issues pertaining to a shift closer to the internal road has already been addressed.
Shifting them closer to the internal common boundaries will have an impact in terms of
privacy and internal overshadowing issues from the top levels. The main purpose of the
current placement is to allow ample parking space in front of the units as well as mainly to
provide the entire garden area with as much natural sunlight as possible making these
functional areas for planting.

Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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“Public open space:
1. It is unclear as to what the proposed landscaping of this and we still require a detailed landscape
plan for LUMS submission illustrating the proposed planting and landscape of the proposed
development. “
Note that a Landscaping Plan with the details requested was submitted with the application. It is
not known why it was not circulated to this branch for informed comment. See attached the
Landscaping Plan as requested adhering to the requirements as stipulated.
Integrated Transport Planning Department: Transport Impact Assessment and Development Control
-

Supports the application with conditions.

My client accepts these conditions.
Spatial Planning & Environment: Environmental Management Department
-

Supports the application with conditions and a requirement for an updated Landscaping Plan.

My client accepts the conditions imposed. See attached an updated Landscaping Plan to
address the requirements of this branch.
Business Systems (Development Management) GIS
-

Supports the application with conditions.

My client accepts the conditions.
Community Services & Health: Recreation & Parks
-

Supports the application with conditions pertaining to detail on the Landscaping Plan.

My client accepts the conditions and an updated Landscaping Plan addressing the
outstanding issues is attached and presented for re consideration. Note the internal services
reticulation as well as topographical information added to this updated Landscaping Plan.
Roads Infrastructure and Management Directorate: Urban Mobility
-

Supports the application with conditions.

My client accepts the conditions. Note that a SWMP has been submitted and approved as per
the attached confirmation.

Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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Energy & Climate Change
Supports the application with conditions.

-

My client accepts the conditions.

Addenda:
Revised Site Development Plan with reference 01233/A1
Updated Landscaping Plan with reference LP 001/01
Solid Waste branch communication w.r.t. refuse room
Approved SWMP
I trust the members of the Tribunal find the above a true representation of the facts supporting the
development proposal and that it will act as acceptable mitigation and motivation in response to the
concerns raised.

Pierre Jordaan
for Active Planning Solutions

Pierre Jordaan
Cell: 079 528 9179

Email: pierre@activeplanning.co.za
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COPYRIGHT AND RIGHT OF REPRODUCTION OF
THIS DRAWING OR ANY PORTION THEREOF IS
RESERVED BY THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

LEGEND:
Soft Landscape:

Syzygium guineense #9 @ 100kg

Ekebergia capensis # 12 @ 100kg

Harpephyllum caffra # 6 @ 50kg

Syzygium cordatum # 3 @ 50kg

Aloe cooperii @ 4kg as shown

Mix 1
Crassula multicava @ 4/m2 (6pk)
Lampranthus aureus @ 5/m2 (6pk)
MIx 2
Crassula multicava @ 4/m2 (6pk)
Lampranthus aureus @ 5/m2 (6pk)
Agapanthus praecox mix @ 5/m2 (ex open)
Dietes grandiflora @ 5/m2 (40cc tray)

Cynodon dactylon

Internal Verge Plant mix
Agapanthus praecox mix @ 5/m2 Ex open size
Dietes grandiflora @ 5/m2 40cc tray size
Crassula multicava @ 4/m2 6 pack size
Watsonia sp @ 7/m2 Ex open size
Lampranthus mic @ 6/m2 6 pack size
Lampranthus orange @ 5/m2 plugs

Retention Pond Mix 2
1
3 of this area to be
Semi-submerged
Pennisetum macrourum
Zantedeschia aethiopica
Juncus effusus
Wachendorfia thrysiflora
Juncus kraussii

Retention Pond Mix 2
1
3 of this area to be
Semi-submerged
Pennisetum macrourum
Zantedeschia aethiopica
Juncus effusus
Wachendorfia thrysiflora
Juncus kraussii

Lampranthus white @ 5/m2 plugs

Lampranthus red @ 5/m2 plugs

Lampranthus purple @ 5/m2 plugs

Retention Pond Mix 1
Embankment and semi sub-merged
Bolboschoenus maritimus
Ehrhata calycina
Eragrostis capensis
Scirpoides nodosus

Retention Pond Mix 1
Embankment and semi sub-merged
Bolboschoenus maritimus
Ehrhata calycina
Eragrostis capensis
Scirpoides nodosus
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Retention Pond Mix 2
Semi-submerged
Pennisetum macrourum
Zantedeschia aethiopica
Juncus effusus
Wachendorfia thrysiflora
Juncus kraussii

1.IMPLEMENTATION OF LANDSCAPE WORKS
1.1 Landscaping will be implemented as per
approved landscape plan.
1.2 All plants as listed below are waterwise
plants
1.3 Tree Sizes:
Street trees: 100kg
Internal trees: 100kg & 50kg
2. LANDSCAPING AND MAINTENANCE
2.1Internal verges:
Installation & maintenance responsibility of
individual owners according to POA
guidelines & specifications.
2.2 External Road Verges:
Responsibility of owner for period of 12
months.
3. IRRIGATION
3.1 Irrigation to be fully automated system
according to LIA standards.
3.2 IRRIGATION WATER SUPPLY
Individual owners/developers to make
provision for own irrigation water supply.
e.g well point/ grey water supply & water
storge tanks.

Attach tree to poles with 30mm wide
SOFT UV RESISTANT webbing, within
300mm from top of pole, forming two
continuous loops around each pole and
the stem of the tree. End pieces of
webbing to be overlapping and stapled
on overlap with heavy duty industrial
staples penetrating 15mm into poles.
50-79mm Ø 800mm CCA treated half
round pole as cross bracing
90-100mm Ø 2700mm CCA treated
round pole
G.L

SECTION
Tree

30mm wide soft UV resistant webbing
90-100mm Ø 2700mm CCA treated
round pole. To be inserted STRAIGHT
and AGAINST the root ball, directly
opposite one another
50-79mm Ø 800mm CCA treated half
round pole as cross bracing
Root ball
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DETAIL A : STAKING FOR TREES IN 40 - 250L
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WATER AND SANITATION DEPARTMENT
WATER AND WASTE DIRECTORATE
Wayne Davids
SPO: Catchment Management: East
T: 021 400 3494 M: 071 425 6929
E: Wayne.davids@capetown.gov.za

11 November 2021
Dear Coenie Beneke
COMMENTS ON CARMEN PLACE PROPOSED GROUP HOUSING DEVELOPMENT, ERF 19822,
SANDALWOOD ROAD, ROUXVILLE, KUILSRIVER - STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN.
Details, specifications and information reflected in the report prepared by Broadco
Consulting (Pty) Ltd dated November 2021, refer:
Comments
From a Catchment, Stormwater & River Management branch perspective, comments are
provided as follows:
We as the Catchment, Stormwater & River Management branch approve of the
abovementioned Stormwater Management Plan.
Please provide date of implementation to this branch.
This Branch will need to be notified during and after construction for appropriate sign off and
necessary site inspections.
Please note that these comments are based on the information that this Office has received
to date. Should any new information be provided, this office reserves the right to review the
conditions as deemed appropriate.

Yours faithfully
Wayne
Wayne byDavids
2021.11.11
Davids Date:
09:24:36 +02'00'
Digitally signed

Wayne Davids
SPO: Catchment, Stormwater & River Management: East

WATER & SANITATION HEAD OFFICE
8 VOORTREKKER ROAD, CNR OF MIKE PIENAAR BOULEVARD, BELLVILLE 7535
www.capetown.gov.za/thinkwater

PRIVATE BAG X98, BELLVILLE, 7535

Making progress possible. Together.

ANNEXURE G
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Roads Infrastructure and Management
Directorate: Urban Mobility

Internal Memorandum

To

: PLANNING AND BUILDING DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

Att

: JACQUES LOOTS

From

: ROAUWHEN THOMAS

Subject

: ERF 19822, KUILSRIVER (APPLICATION NO 70571364)

Date

: 28 FEBRUARY 2022

139

ERF 19822, KUILSRIVER (56 SANDALWOOD STREET ,KUILSRIVER)

Application details
Rezoning And departure
Details, specifications and information reflected on drawing, refer.
Comments from the Department: Roads infrastructure and Management as follows: This
application is supported subject to:
1. The developer/owner is responsible for the payment of development contributions
towards the provision of bulk infrastructure services, in accordance with the City policy
and will be subject to annual escalation and the amount payable will be the amount
calculated at the time of payment. The development contributions will be payable:


Prior to Building Plan approval or Section 137 being granted, whichever may come first

2. The DCs have been determined at R 630 529.57 (as calculated on 28/02/2022), and is
subject to annual escalation up to date of payment. The amount payable will therefore
be the amount as calculated at the time that payment is made. Breakdown of (DCs) as
indicated in the table below:
Service
Amount
Roads
R 284 646.61
Transport
R 6 957.27
Stormwater
R 77 954.43
Sewerage
R 121 69014
Water
R 15 570.27
Solid Waste
R 41 467.86
Total bulk engineering services
component of DCs payable

VAT
R42 696.99
R 1 043.59
R11 693.16
R18 253.52
R 2 335.54
R 6 220.18

Total
R327 343.61
R 8 000.86
R 89 647.59
R139 943.66
R 17 905.81
R 47 688.04
R630 529.57
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3. That the development shall be substantially in conformance with the Site Development
Plan submitted in terms of this application. Any amendments and/or additions to the Site
Development Plan, once approved, which might lead to an increase in the number of
erven (i.e. more than 2 erven 13). will result in the recalculation of the Development
Charges;
4. that the Developer may enter into a Service Agreement with the Directorate: Roads
Infrastructure Management to install or upgrade bulk municipal services at an agreed
cost, to be off-set against Development Contributions payable in respect of bulk civil
engineering services;
5. that the Developer, at his/her cost, construct the internal municipal civil services for the
development, as well as any link municipal services that need to be provided. The
Directorate: Roads Infrastructure Management may require the Developer to construct
internal municipal services and/or link services to a higher standard than warranted by
the project, for purposes of allowing other existing or future developments to also utilise
such services;
6. that the design, construction and/or alteration of all the internal transport, roads and
stormwater services and such link and/or bulk services as required for the development,
shall be generally in accordance with the Standard Conditions imposed by the Council in
this respect, or as otherwise agreed. Detail plans, prepared by a Registered Engineering
Professional, shall be submitted to the Directorate: Roads Infrastructure Management for
approval prior to any earthworks commencing;
7. that way-leaves / work permits be obtained from the Directorate: Roads Infrastructure
Management prior to any excavation / construction work on municipal land or within
3,0m from municipal services across private property;
8. that the Developer ensures that all main services to be taken over by the Council and all
existing municipal services crossing private property are protected by a registered
servitude of minimum 3 metres wide. The Developer will be responsible for the registration
of the required servitude(s), as well as the cost thereof;
9. that the Developer obtains the written approval of all affected owners where the route of
a proposed service crosses private properties, and a servitude be registered on the said
properties in favour of the Council for the account of the Developer;
10. that the Developer indemnifies and keep the Council indemnified against all actions,
proceedings, costs, damages, expenses, claims and demands (including claims
pertaining to consequential damages by third parties and whether as a result of the
damage to or interruption of or interference with the Council’s services or apparatus or
otherwise) arising out of the establishment of the development, the provision of services to
the development or the use of servitude areas or municipal property, for a period that
shall commence on the date that the installation of services to the development are
commenced with and shall expire after completion of the maintenance period. In
addition to the aforementioned required written indemnification, the Developer must
ensure that he / she has an acceptable public liability insurance policy in place;
11. that cognizance be taken of the requirements of the Directorate: Transport for Cape
Town policy entitled “Management of urban stormwater impacts policy”, which
stipulates that that the sustainable urban drainage system (SUDS) approach be used to
reduce the quality impacts of stormwater on receiving aquatic environments;
12. that a stormwater management plan for the proposed development area, for both the
minor and major flood events, be compiled and submitted for approval to the
Directorate: Transport for Cape Town and that the approved management plan be
implemented by the developer, at his/her cost, to the standards of the Directorate: Roads
Infrastructure Management. The required stormwater management plan is to be
submitted concurrent with the detail services plans;
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SPATIAL PLANNING & ENVIRONMENT
URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN
Charné Walker
APO: Urban Design
T: 0214005504 C: 081 092 7254
E: charne.walker@capetown.gov.za

DATE
LUMS OFFICER
APP #
ERF #

21 February 2022
Jacques Loots
70571364 (D511)
19822

URBAN DESIGN COMMENTS ON ERF 19822, ROUXVILLE, KUILSRIVER
The current proposed development layout is supported in principle, however, we have a few comments and minor
concerns surrounding the current layout. Some of the comments below are taken from this branch’s previous comments,
dated the 26th of July 2021. These comments were not addressed in the LUMS submission, and therefore are still applicable.
Layout:
1. We are in support of the layout of the proposed erven.
2. The comments below were not addressed in the LUMS submission, in response to the branch’s pre-application
correspondence. This layout does allow for overlooking features onto Sandlewood Street but amendments need
to be made to the housing typologies. These are as follows:
a. The large front garden does not always work, as we require the houses to be pushed forward, this allows
for more space to open up for the back gardens and that each dwellings fence can be brought forward
with the dwelling. The landscape proposals need to be shown in a detailed landscape plan.
b. Houses of Dwelling Types C & D can be pushed further towards the erf boundary to make bigger side
gardens.
REFER TO:
Urban Design Policy (2013): PS5.2 & 5.4

Public open space:
1. It is unclear as to what the proposed landscaping of this and we still require a detailed landscape plan for LUMS
submission illustrating the proposed planting and landcsape of the proposed development.
Please provide us with a landscape plan that shows the following:
a. Development or owner(s) name
b. Erf number(s), suburb and street address of subject property, as well as abutting erf numbers
c. Name and contact information of landscape architect or author of the plan
d. Plan must be drawn to scale (1:500; 1:250, 1:100 or 1:50), bar scale and north point
e. Site boundaries, area and dimensions, as well as any existing and proposed servitudes
f. Name and position of abutting street(s)
g. Existing and proposed contours at minimum 1m intervals
h. Existing and finished ground levels to be shown
i.
Entrances and windows of the ground floor of the proposed development
j.
Location of proposed trees and vegetation, with their botanical names and sizes, and densities to
which ground covers and shrubs will be planted – use of locally indigenous plant species are
encouraged as these are more water wise and generally more cost effective in the long term with
regard to maintenance
k. Tree staking diagram to be included
l.
Existing and proposed structures and hard surfaces to be retained – specify surface material to be used
(e.g paving, permeable paving to encourage stormwater infiltration, lawn etc.)
m. All landscaping features, including fences, walls, retaining walls, street furniture, and lighting(indicating
detailed specifications)
n. Vehicular and pedestrian circulation
o. Development on adjacent properties (e.g. buildings, landscaping etc.)
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p.
q.
r.

Irrigation and drainage in general landscaped areas and planters. Landscaping plans to show a
metered connection and/or irrigation plan as well as detailed planting plans (if required).
Location of all underground and overhead services (both existing and proposed), e.g. water,
electricity, telephone, stormwater, sewer etc.
Stormwater flow paths (indicated schematically)

Additional general requirements include the following:
a. Landscape plans may not be smaller than A4 or larger than A0 and where in hard copy must be folded
to A4 size
b. Any alterations on a landscape plan must be made in ink, signed and dated
c. When requested, the estimated cost of/budget for the proposed landscaping works and a
development programme must be attached as an annexure to the landscape plan
d. A landscape plan must be prepared by a suitably qualified professional. For larger or more complex
cases, the City may require that a qualified professional Landscape Architect registered with the South
African Council for the Landscape Architectural Profession (SACLAP) in terms of the South African
Council of the Landscape Architecture Professional Act, No 45 of 2000, undertake this task. In such
case, the registration number of the professional must be provided on all plans submitted.
e. Resolved. All units face the POS, this provides sufficient overlooking features.
REFER TO:
Urban Design Policy (2013): PS2.1-PS2.3, PS3.1 & PS6.2
In summary, the following is required for submission:
1. Updated development layout adressing the comments mentioned above.
2. Detailed landscape plan which include and adresses the items above.
In conclusion:
This branch supported the current development layout in principle, however, the layout needs to be amended based
on the abovementioned comments and requirements and a detailed landscape plan needs to be submitted for this
branch to comment on.
Please feel free to contact the branch if there is any clarification needed on these comments.
Charné Walker
With input from Bronwen Jillings
for: URBAN DESIGN
URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN DEPARTMENT
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SPATIAL PLANNING & ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT

INTERNAL MEMORANDUM
T: 0825771066
E: Ronelle.Clarke@capetown.gov.za

To

:

Jacques Loots (Land Use Management Branch)

From

:

Ronelle Clarke (Environment & Heritage Management Branch)

Subject :

Rezoning,Ssbdivision & SDP approval, Erf 19822, Sandalwood Street, Kuils River,
Carmen Place (The Site), Case ID 70571364

Date

18 February 2022

:

1

The Application

1.1

The application noted above by Active Planning Solutions is to enable the
development of a gated 13 single title double storey group housing units. The site
extent is 7557m².

Figure 1: Proposed SDP
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2

Contextual Analysis, Site Informants and preliminary comment

2.1

City Map Viewer shows that the site has on it a natural / semi natural wetland and that
it forms part of a larger system of water bodies and ponds with a watercourse (Bottelary
River) approximately 60m to the north (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: The site in
context of the
immediate and
surrounding
freshwater
environment

3

Alignment with City Spatial Frameworks

3.1

As detailed in the Motivation Report the proposal aligns with the MSDF (2018),
Tygerberg District Plan, City of Cape Town Densification Policy (2012) and the Transit
Orientated Development Strategic Framework (TOD) (2017).

4

National Environmental Management Act (NEMA) Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) Regulations: Department of Environmental Affairs & Development Planning
(DEADP) delegated authority

4.1

The letter from Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning
(DEADP), Ref. 16/3/3/6/1/A8/74/3156/21, Dated 31 August 2021 refers and confirms
that there are no listed activities that require an application to DEADP.

5

The National Water Act (NWA): Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS) delegated
authority

5.1

The letter from the Department of Water and Sanitation, dated 17/01/2022 refers and
confirms that the wetland identified on Erf 19822, Kuils River formed as a result of
stormwater discharge from the surrounding residential areas and that it is not classified
as a naturally occurring wetland. Based on the review of the specialist reports and
observations on site, DWS has put in writing that the developer is not required to apply
for water use authorisation for the infilling of this wetland to accommodate the
development.
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6

National Heritage Resources Act: Heritage Western Cape delegated authority

6.1

It can be confirmed that a NID application was made to HWC and in the Response to
NID, dated 20 September 2021 (Ref. 21081712AM0818E) HWC stated that there is no
reason to believe that the proposed development will impact on heritage resources
and that no further action under S 38 is required.

6.2

However, HWC require that, should any heritage resources, including evidence of
graves and human burials, archaeological material and paleontological material be
discovered during the execution of the activities above, all works must be stopped
immediately, and Heritage Western Cape must be notified without delay.

7

Landscape Plan (LP)

7.1

The Landscape Plan received is generally supported (see below Figure 3 as reference).

7.2

Please address or clarify the following issues and annotate the LP accordingly (The
Landscape Architect / Architect is welcome to make contact with our section if
anything is not clear or requires further discussion):
7.2.1 Sustainable urban drainage: Use low kerb stones with low planter levels versus
raised kerb stones to allow for stormwater on the surface to flow into the
planters. Raised kerbstones with gaps between them and low planter levels
also allow for stormwater on the surface to flow into the planters.
7.2.2 Underground services must be indicated on the LP to ensure that adequate
space has been allowed for tree planting and greening, i.e. that the planting is
not compromised at implementation stage due to conflict with services.
7.2.3 Add to the note on source of water for irrigation: Rainwater harvesting and or
well point will be utilized to irrigate all the landscape areas, supplemented by
potable water as / when required.
7.2.4 Landscaping shall be implemented by and at the cost of the developer.
7.2.5 The developer is responsible for a twelve month landscape maintenance /
establishment period to follow the installation of all landscaping so that trees
can establish themselves (after which the responsibility will pass to the individual
land owners / Home Owners Association).
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Figure 3: Proposed Landscape Plan (inserted for ref. only)

8

Environmental Management Plan (EMP)

8.1

A Construction phase EMP (CEMP) is to be submitted for approval by E&HM prior to
final Building Plan approval. Such plan must detail all anticipated impacts and their
mitigation during all earthworks and construction activities.

8.2

The appointment of an Environmental Control Officer is required to ensure compliance
with the Environmental Management Plan throughout all earthworks and construction
activities.

9

Conclusion and Requirements

9.1

The application is supported.

9.2

The amended and final Landscape Plan must be approved as part of the SDP
approval.

9.3

A time frame for the implementation of the landscaping must be included as a specific
condition of the SDP approval. This will be dependent on the particulars of the project
management structures and the handover of the individual units. The suggestion is to
require that all landscaping is completed within 3 months of completion of building
works. Another option is to request implementation prior to the issuing of the final
occupancy certificate.
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9.4

A CEMP must be forwarded to E&HM for sign off prior to final Building Plan approval.

9.5

It is this Branch’s request that the Developers take cognisance of the Environmental
Duty of Care, as stipulated in Section 28(1) of the National Environmental
Management Act, Act No 107 of 1998: “Every person who causes, has caused or may
cause significant pollution or degradation of the environment must take reasonable
measures to prevent such pollution or degradation from occurring, continuing or
recurring, or, in so far as such harm to the environment is authorised by law or cannot
reasonably be avoided or stopped, to minimise and rectify such pollution or
degradation of the environment.”

Ronelle Clarke
O.b.o Environment & Heritage Management Branch
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CITY HEALTH
KRAAIFONTEIN ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
Jackie Hintenaus
Principal Environmental Health Practitioner
T: 021 444 6731
E: Jackie.Hintenaus@capetown.gov.za

INTERNAL MEMO
Date
To
Case Officer
Case ID:

16 February 2022
Directorate: Planning and Building Development Management
Jacques Loots
70571364

Application: ERF 00019822 KUILS RIVER - 56 SANDALWOOD STREET ROUXVILLE
Multiple Applications: Section 137 / 31 Rezoning, Subdivision and Departure.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH COMMENTS
With reference to Case ID 70571364.
I wish to advise that this Department has no objection from a health point of view to the
approval of this proposal, subject to the following conditions being imposed:
1.

Detailed Building Plans must be submitted prior to the commencement of any building
work.

2. All premises must be rodent proof in terms of the Prevention of Rodent Infestation,
Regulation No 1411 of 1966.
3. Adequate refuse storage areas or rooms that comply with the requirements of City
Health and the Solid Waste Department must be provided and be suitably positioned
onsite.
All refuse must be stored and disposed of in a manner that does not create any health
nuisances pending removal. In this regard, a Waste Management Plan in terms of the
City of Cape Town Amended Integrated Waste Management By-Law must be
submitted for comment and approval.
A refuse room shall be constructed: •
Of brick or similar material with the internal walls cement-plastered to a smooth
surface and painted in a light coloured paint.
•
The floor shall be of concrete, cement rendered to a smooth finish, and rounded
to a height of 75mm around the perimeter.
•
There shall be no ledges at the junction of the floor and the walls.
•
The floor shall be graded and drained to a 100mm floor trap discharging to an
outside gully, which in turn shall be connected to a sewer.
•
The room shall not have a floor to ceiling height of less than 2,6m.
•
The room shall be adequately ventilated to the outside air by means of louvers.
KRAAIFONTEIN MUNICIPAL OFFICES
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•
•
•

The room shall be provided with a solid door, which shall be fitted with an
effective self-closing device and shall have the lower 150mm protected by sheet
metal on the outside surface.
No such door or louver shall be less than 3m from any door or window of any
occupied habitable room.
Tap with running water to be provided for cleaning purposes.

4. The applicant must comply with the Western Cape Noise Control Regulations, R200 of
20 June 2013. Should complaints regarding noise emanating from the development be
received, Council reserves the right to withdraw any approval granted in terms of this
application. In this regard no noise nuisance or disturbing noise may be created during
building work as defined in the Western Cape Noise Control Regulation P.N. 200/2013
and all noise producing equipment must be adequately muffled during the
construction process.
5. Suitable measures must be implemented to prevent the multiplication and prevalence
of mosquitos and mosquito breeding in the retention pond.
6. Suitable measures must be implemented to abate and control possible dust and sand
during the construction process so as not to cause any nuisance to surrounding property
owners.
7. Toilet facilities must be provided on site to all construction workers.
8. The applicant must comply with the City of Cape Town: Environmental Health Bylaw,
No.13333 of June 2003, Part 1 – Prevention and Suppression of health nuisances.
9. City Health Department reserves the right to call for any additional requirements should
it be deemed necessary.
10. All Covid-19 directives, protocols and guidelines for preventing coronavirus infection
must be complied with.
THE APPROVAL FROM THIS DEPARTMENT: ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH, DOES NOT EXEMPT THE
APPLICANT FROM ANY OTHER LEGISLATION, BYLAWS OR REGULATIONS THAT MAY BE APPLICABLE
AND IS SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL AND CONDITIONS AS DETERMINED AND STIPULATED BY THE
TOWN PLANNING SECTION.
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT: COLLECTIONS
DEPARTMENT: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Chantel Erlank
Administrative Officer 1
T: +27 21 400 5576 F: +27 86 576 2197
E: chantel.erlank@capetown.gov.za
Application Number/Case Number: 70571364
Reference Number:

Date:
Subject:
Attention:

07 February 2021
PLANNING AND BUILDING DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
Ingrid Crous

Application for Rezoning, Departure and Subdivision for Erf 19822, Kuils River is Supported by the Director:
Solid Waste Management (DSWM) Subject to the findings of the Out Come of a Site Visit where Necessary
or Subject to the Following Conditions Listed Below:
PLEASE NOTE: ALL RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS MUST MAKE USE OF THE CITY OF CAPE TOWN: SOLID WASTE
MANAGEMENT – REFUSE REMOVAL SERVICES
The City of Cape Town: Solid Waste Management Department has NO OBJECTION to the Proposed
Application.
When an Erf/Property is subdivided into multiple individual portions, the development on each portion
will be considered a separate unit, which as a condition of approval will required its own refuse storage
facility.
Should the Proposed Vacant Plot be utilized for a Residential Development (sectional title or cluster
development/secured complexes/flats) or Shopping Mall/Complex/Centre or Office Complexes,
Factories or Warehousing then a Refuse Room should be considered.
Please Refer to Paragraph A: U1 – Provision of Areas and U2 – Access to Areas listed below referring to
Conditions for Removal from Private Property to enable refuse removal services. Please refer to
Standards and Guidelines for the construction of a Refuse Storage Area / Room.
Please Refer to Paragraph B (1) – Single Residential / Rural Units – Access from Public Roads. Please refer
to the attached Minimum Requirements for Vehicular Access and the Turning Shunts for Vehicles.
Please Refer to Paragraph B (2) – Where the Internal Roads Are Developed as Private Roads and the
Development is designed for the purpose as Private Residential Town House Complexes, a Refuse Room
with an Embayment for Refuse Vehicles will have to be provided. Please refer to the attached
requirements for refuse storage areas.
A. STANDARD BUILDING REGULATIONS: CONDITIONS FOR REMOVAL / COLLECTION OF REFUSE
Applicable to sectional title or cluster development, secured complexes, flat complex, shopping
mall/centre (retail) or office complexes, factories and warehousing.
U1- PROVISION OF AREAS
Any building, excluding a dwelling house, in which refuse will be generated, shall be provided
with an adequate centralised refuse room (which comply with the attached standards and
guidelines for refuse storage areas). That the refuse room be provided in a position nearest to an
access road (public road) and be accessible for the Council’s refuse collection vehicles at all
times as this vehicle and/ its crew members (Council staff) will not enter onto private property.
Premises such as Places of Worship (churches, mosques and temples) DO NOT require a Refuse
Storage Room, HOWEVER if the complex is Large with Function Halls and Large Volumes of Waste
is generated or the Vacant Land is ear marked for (depending on the land use/zoning status)
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then a Refuse Room SHOULD be considered at the discretion of the Director: Solid Waste
Management.
Should there be an existing Refuse Area in use to accommodate the changes, alterations or
additions to the building for the storage of bins, then this Area should be Utilised for any additional
bins required for this Development or Provision should be made for added space.
U2 – ACCESS TO AREA
Council’s Refuse Collection Vehicles or its staff will NOT ENTER PRIVATE PROPERTY/PRIVATE ROADS,
therefore the Removal of Domestic Solid Waste is effected from the Kerbside (sidewalk) of a
Public Street. The location of any area contemplated in regulation U1 shall be of such access
thereto from any street for the purpose of removing the refuse is of the satisfaction of the local
authority.
B. MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR SINGLE RESIDENTIAL/RURAL UNITS – ACCESS FROM PUBLIC ROADS
1) Council Departmental or Contracted Waste Collection Teams will NOT Enter Private Property;
therefore, the removal of Domestic Solid Waste (General Waste) is effected from the
kerbside (sidewalk) of a public street. Residential units located near mountain areas or areas
frequented by baboons will be issued with Lockable 240 L Wheelie Bin for the storage of
waste at an additional cost as determined by the Solid Waste Management. The
owner/tenant will have to place the refuse bins on the sidewalk (kerbside) of a Public Street
on the scheduled day of Refuse Collection. In some instances, a hardened washable
surface, in the road reserve, must be provided for bins depending on the number of units
situated in a cull-de-sacks that exceeds 20 metres and that does not have direct access for
Refuse Collection Vehicles or Flat Units that have no ground floor Storage Facilities for the
tenants located on an upper level in the building. Please refer to the attached minimum
requirements for vehicular access.
2) Where the Internal Roads Are Developed as Private Roads and the Development is designed
for the purpose as Private Residential Town House Complexes, a Refuse Room with an
Embayment for Refuse Vehicles will have to be provided. Please refer to the attached
requirements for refuse storage areas.
Yours Faithfully,

Chantel Erlank
For The: Director: Solid Waste Management
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT: COLLECTIONS
DEPARTMENT: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Chantel Erlank
Administrative Officer 1
T: +27 21 400 5576 F: +27 86 576 2197
E: chantel.erlank@capetown.gov.za

Date:
Attention:

07 February 2021
DEVELOPERS, PROJECT MANAGERS, ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS, OWNERS, BUILDERS /
CONTRACTORS ETC.

WASTE / RECYCLING STORAGE AREA / ROOMS: STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
GENERAL
A minimum of one (1) single centralised waste/recycling area/room is required for each completed
development. The only exception is in the case of a single residential dwelling, where a waste storage area
is not required.
Where a combination of Industrial, Warehousing and Mini-Factories are situated on a single Erf/Property, and
the layout of same allows for such, only a single centralised and shared waste/recycling area (for existing
properties) / room (new proposed developments) is required. However, when an Erf/Property is subdivided
into multiple individual portions, the development on each portion will be considered a separate unit, which
as a condition of approval will required its own refuse storage facility.
LOCATION
Neither Council’s Department nor Contracted Waste Collections Teams will enter private roads or properties.
Provision of communal waste/recycling storage area/room will have to be provided at the entrance to or
next to the nearest public road reserve adjacent to said developments. Developers must adequately provide
for the required waste storage area on private property and an integrated waste management plan for the
proposed development where possible. Permission for a waste storage area will not be allowed next to higher
order roads (roads carrying larger volume of traffic) or where traffic flows or traffic sight lines are affected
unless a suitable loading bay dedicated for servicing the waste/recycling storage area/rooms in provided at
cost of the Developer.
Council’s integrated Waste Management Policy (IWMP) requires that stored waste should not be visible from
a street or a public place. Suitable screen walls may be required in certain instances.
Waste/recycling storage area/rooms should be designed to incorporate adequate security to ensure access
is denied to unauthorised person.
SIZE
The Developer must ensure that the waste/recycling area/room shall be large enough to store all refuse
produced on the Erf / Property, including all material intended for recycling.
The size of the waste/recycling storage area/room depends on the rate of refuse generated and the
frequency of the collection service. Please note that council currently only provides a separate dry waste
(recyclables) collection service in a few suburbs and which is furthermore limited to residential properties.
Developers must therefore provide council with sufficient detail on planned recycling service mechanisms.
In the event of a strike or major unplanned events council’s collection service can be disrupted for up to two
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(2) weeks, hence it is recommended that for design purposes sufficient space be made available to store
two week’s refuse on site.
Developers must not only design for current needs, but also plan for either future expansion on the site and
or higher waste generation by tenant’s and ensure sufficiently large waste storage areas are demarcated.
Council currently only provides a containerised collection service and developers must ensure that waste
storage area/rooms are designed to cater for these wheeled Containers.
DESIGN DIMENSION
1.

240 L CONTAINER (WHEELIE BIN)
a. Dimension: 585 mm x 730 mm x 1100 mm
b. Floor area per container: 1.106 m²

2.

FLATS AND TOWN HOUSES
a. A minimum of 50 litres of containerised storage capacity per person, working or living in the
premises, is to be provided at a “once a week” collection frequency.

DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS
1.

FLOOR
a. The floor shall be concrete, screened to a smooth surface and rounded to a minimum height
of 75 mm around the perimeter.
b. The floor should be finished with a curing agent or washable high gloss floor paint, or
alternatively, tiled with durable enamel tiles.
c. The floor shall be graded and constructed to drain into a 100 mm floor trap.

2.

WALLS AND ROOF
a. To provide adequate protection from the elements and to prevent ingress of rainwater, the
whole waste/recycling storage area/room shall be walled and roofed.
b. Walls shall be constructed of brick, concrete or similar. The external finishing must blend in
with the material, colour scheme and architecture of the main buildings.
c. Internal plastered walls shall be painted with washable light colour high gloss enamel, or
alternatively, tiled with durable enamel tiles of a light colour.
d. The minimum free clearance height (floor to ceiling) of the waste/recycling storage
area/room shall be a minimum of 2.1 metres

3.

VENTILATION AND LIGHTING
a. Adequate artificial lighting is required in the waste/recycling storage area/room.
b. The waste/recycling storage area/room shall be fitted with solid hardwood, lockable external
door/s of which the lower 150 mm should have protected sheet metal on the outside. Each
door shall be fitted with an efficient self-closing device.
c. The door and louvers shall be separated at least 3 metres from any door or window of a
habitable room.
d. Adequate natural ventilation must be provided by means of fixed louvers.

4.

WATER SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE
a. A minimum standard hose connection with tap of no less than 12 mm diameter shall be
provided in the waste/recycling storage area/room for the regular washing of the floor, walls
and containers.
b. The floor should be drained towards a 100 mm floor trap linked to a drainage pipe discharging
to a sewer gully outside the building.
c. A grease trap/gully is required in terms of the Water Services Directorate.

CIVIC CENTRE
IZIKO LEENKONZO ZOLUNTU
BURGERSENTRUM
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5.

ACCESS
a. The removal of solid waste is only effected from the kerbside of a public street and not from
entering a private property.
b. The recommended location of a communal waste/recycling storage areas/rooms on private
property is immediate adjacent to the nearest public road reserve.
c. Should the waste/recycling storage area/room be located at a level different the level of the
street entrance to the property, access ramps are to be provided at a maximum permissible
gradient of 1:7.
d. Stairs are not allowed.
e. Refuse containers are to be kept away from all Emergency Exits as well as Fire Escape.

6.

BAYS ON PUBLIC STREET
a. Permission for a waste/recycling storage area/room will not be allowed next to higher order
roads (roads carrying larger volume of traffic) or where traffic flows or traffic sight lines are
affected unless a suitable loading bay dedicated by servicing the waste/recycling storage
area/room is provided at cost of the Developer.
b. The minimum requirement is a fully constructed bay with minimum dimensions of 10.5 m x 2.5
m plus (+) 45 degree splays on either side to allow for entrance from and exit on the public
street.
c. Arrangements need to be made with the Council’s Roads branch for the construction of the
bay. (Please note that the Developer will additionally be responsible for any relocation of
services)
d. Depending on the circumstances and subject to specific instruction from council, the
Developer shall provide a hardened surface in the road for temporary placement of bins.

7.

COMPACTION EQUIPMENT
a. Council currently only provides a containerised service to formal properties.
b. A separate dry waste (recyclables) collection service is provided in a few suburbs and which
again is limited to residential properties.
c. Developers must provide council with sufficient detail on planned refuse collection and
recycling service mechanisms.
d. Any containers or compaction equipment planned to be acquired by the Developer must
be approved by the Director: Solid Waste. This is to ensure compatibility with the servicing
equipment and lifting attachments of council, its contracted service providers or other private
operators.

8.

APPORVAL BY COUNCIL
a. General building plans for all new developments and where refuse collection services will be
affected, must include detail on the waste/recycling storage area/rooms and service
mechanisms.
b. This shall be provided irrespective of whether the Erf/Property is currently serviced by Council
or its contractors.
c. These plans must be submitted for approval by the Director: Solid Waste prior to construction.
d. Approval will be subject to complying with abovementioned conditions and specifications.

CHANTEL ERLANK
for the
DIRECTOR: SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
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6
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT: COLLECTIONS
DEPARTMENT: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Chantel Erlank
Administrative Officer 1
T: +27 21 400 5576 F: +27 86 576 2197
E: chantel.erlank@capetown.gov.za

Date:
Attention:

07 February 2021
DEVELOPERS, PROJECT MANAGERS, ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS, OWNERS, BUILDERS /
CONTRACTORS ETC.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS: MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR VEHICLE ACCESS/WASTE COLLECTIONS
1.

Access shall be provided in such a way that collection vehicles can complete the Waste collection
beats with a continuous forward movement.

2.

Council’s departmental or contracted waste collection teams will not enter private property;
therefore, the removal of Solid Waste is effected from the kerbside of a public street. The
owners/tenants are required to place refuse bins on the sidewalks of a public street on scheduled
day of refuse collection. With the development of residential units, the maximum carrying distance
cannot be achieved a turning area for refuse vehicles must be provided in accordance with the
attached standard requirements listed below or the attached sketch drawings as guidelines for refuse
vehicles.

3.

Access shall be provided with a minimum travelable surface of five (5) metres width.

4.

Minimum corner radii shall be five (5) metres.

5.

Maximum Depth of cul-de-sac radius shall be 20 metres or 3 Erven, whichever is the lesser. Where this
requirement is exceeded, it will be necessary to construct a minimum turning circle, as below or
alternatively- a turning shunt with at least 22 metres in diameter. With respect to the latter, on street
parking is too prohibited by way of “RED LINES” painted on the road surface as well as “NO PARKING”
signboards, as a single parked vehicle can render these latter circles and shunts useless.

6.

Minimum turning circles radius shall be eleven (11) meters to the centre of the vehicle.

7.

Road foundation shall be designed to carry a Single Axle Load of Eight Thousand Two Hundred (8200)
kilogrammes.

8.

Depending on the circumstances and subject to specific instruction from Council, the developer shall
provide a hardened surface in the road reserve for temporary placement of bins.

9.

Further to above Waste/Recycling storage areas/rooms are to be provided for all other sectional title
or cluster development, secured complexes, flat complex, shopping centres (retail), office
complexes, factories and warehousing. The size of which will be determined in accordance with the
minimum requirements as specified by Solid Waste Collection Branch. See Separate Memorandum.

CHANTEL ERLANK
for the
DIRECTOR: SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
CIVIC CENTRE
IZIKO LEENKONZO ZOLUNTU
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COMMUNITY SERVICES & HEALTH
RECREATION & PARKS
Jade Philander
Senior Professional Officer
T: 021 400 5853
E: jade.philander@capetown.gov.za

MEMORANDUM

14/02/2022

Directorate: Community Services & Health
Department: Recreation & Parks (Eastern Area Office)
TO: Jacques Loots

CASE ID 70571364: APPLICATION FOR REZONING, DEPARTURE AND SUBDIVISION APPROVAL ON
ERF 199822, 56 SANDALWOOD STREET, KUILSRIVIER.
1. This office has perused the submitted application and supporting documents and takes note
of the proposal. The application is for the approval of a rezoning, departure and subdivision
plans.
2. In general this office is in support of the proposal. This office is especially pleased with the
applicant’s willingness to promote the significance of the intersection with landscaping.
3. Further, this office would appreciate a bill of contents of the trees proposed. The applicant is
requested to increase to minimum bag size of the trees proposed from 100l to 150l trees. The
applicant is requested to provide information with regards to the maintenance of the
proposed landscaping. Will the home owners association be responsible for the maintenance
of the street landscaping? The applicant should indicate whether underground services was
considered in the landscaping plan and indicate whether the planting will impact on the
services.
4. Please note that a landscape plan must be prepared by a registered landscape architect
whose details are to be reflected on such plan and is in general accordance with Appendix
1 of this comment. The office is concerned about the proposed paving of the sidewalks as
they are prone to vandalism and theft.
5. Recommendation
After analysis of the Recreation & Parks services available in the immediate and surrounding
areas, the Department’s forward planning, and the needs of the residents the conclusion has
been reached that this office supports the application, on condition:
a.

That the applicant must appoint a registered landscape architect for the drafting of
a landscape plan in accordance Appendix 1 where relevant.

b.

That the applicant provide a bill of contents of the landscaping proposed.

1
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c.

That the applicant should indicate on the landscape plan whether any underground
services will be impacted by the landscaping.

d.

That the home owners association will be responsible for the landscaping proposed.

e.

That the minimum tree size increase from 100l to 150l trees.

Kind regards

Jade Philander

2
CASE ID 70571364: APPLICATION FOR REZONING, DEPARTURE AND SUBDIVISION APPROVAL ON ERF 199822, 56
SANDALWOOD STREET, KUILSRIVIER
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Appendix 1
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SUBMISSION OF LANDSCAPING PLANS
Depending on the nature of the proposed development, a Landscape plan should include the
following basic information:
-

-

-

Development or owner(s) name
Erf number(s), suburb and street address of subject property, as well as abutting erf numbers,
Name and contact information of landscape architect or author of the plan,
Plan must be drawn to scale (1:500; 1:250, 1:100 or 1:50), bar scale and north point,
Site boundaries, area and dimensions, as well as any existing and proposed servitudes,
Name and position of abutting street(s),
Existing and proposed contours at minimum 1m intervals,
Existing and finished ground levels to be shown,
Entrances and windows of the ground floor of the proposed development,
Location of existing mature trees to be retained relocated and/or removed within the property,
as well as any street trees. Trunk diameter, drip lines, height and botanical names of trees should
also be indicated. Where trees are to be retained, existing and proposed ground levels around
the routes should be indicated,
Location of proposed trees and vegetation, with their botanical names and sizes, and densities
to which ground covers and shrubs will be planted – use of locally indigenous plant species are
encouraged as these are more water wise and generally more cost effective in the long term
with regard to maintenance,
Tree staking diagram to be included,
All landscaping on levels other than natural ground e.g. balconies and roof gardens,
Existing and proposed structures and hard surfaces to be retained – specify surface material to
be used (.g paving, permeable paving to encourage stormwater infiltration, lawn etc.);
All landscaping features, including fences, walls, retaining walls, street furniture, lighting and play
equipment (indicating detailed specifications,
Vehicular and pedestrian circulation,
Development on adjacent properties (e.g. buildings, landscaping etc.)
Irrigation and drainage in general landscaped areas and planters. Landscaping plans to show
a metered connection and/or irrigation plan as well as detailed planting plans (if required)
Location of all underground and overhead services (both existing and proposed), e.g. water,
electricity, telephone, stormwater, sewer etc.
Stormwater flow paths, detention and treatment facilities (indicated schematically)
Position and extent of any special site features, such as rocky outcrops, channels,
fountains/natural springs, wetlands etc. and
Any existing cultural, heritage or conservation resource or asset on site

Additional general requirements:
-

Landscape plans may not be smaller than A4 or larger than A0 and must be folded to A4 size,
Any alterations on a Landscape plan must be made in ink, signed and dated,
When requested, the estimated cost of/budget for the proposed landscaping works and a
development programme must be attached as an annexure to the Landscape plan,
A Landscape plan must be prepared by a suitably qualified professional. For larger or more
complex cases, Council may require that a qualified professional Landscape Architect
registered with the South African council for Landscape Architectural Profession (SACLAP) in
terms of the South African Council of Landscape Architect Professional Act, No 45 of 2000,
undertake this task. In such case, the registration number of the professional must be provided
on all plans submitted

3
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ENERGY & CLIMATE CHANGE
Charise de Villiers
Land Matters Officer
T: 021 444 8526
E: charise.devilliers@capetown.gov.za
Your Ref: 70571364

2022-01-27
DIRECTOR: PLANNING AND BUILDING DEVELOPMENT
APPLICATION FOR REZONING, DEPARTURE & SUBDIVISION: ERF 19822, 56 SANDALWOOD STREET, ROUXVILLE
This Department has no objection to the abovementioned proposal subject to the following conditions:
1

The erf is at present electrically serviced for Community zone 1 use only. After approval of the rezoning
application the owner can still make use of the existing supply subject to following conditions:
a.

The owner of the erf must apply for a tariff conversion to the applicable commercial tariff.

b.

An electrical Shared-network Charge (SNC) for the difference between Community 1 and
General Residential Sub zoning 1 usage is payable.

c.

Timeous formal application for the tariff conversion and SNC must be made and paid for before
approval for Rezoning will be granted by this Department.

2

Any alterations or deviations to electricity services necessary as a consequence of the proposal, or
requested by the applicant, will be carried out at the applicant's cost.

3

A separate service connection cable, rated to supply the authorised capacity of the erf, must be
installed to the point of supply on the boundary of each erf of the subdivision. The cable shall be routed
clear of all other private property, typically within the public road reserve.

4

In accordance with policy and tariffs approved by Council, a shared-network charge and a connection
fee to provide a separate connection to the property boundary, as published in the standard tariffs, shall
be paid before clearance of the subdivision will be granted. The individual connections to each erf of the
subdivision will be provided by the Directorate on formal application by the relevant property owner.

5

In accordance with policy and tariffs approved by Council, a connection fee to provide a separate
connection to the property boundary shall be paid before clearance of the subdivision will be granted.

Sectional title properties:






All metering equipment shall be accommodated in a single location directly accessible from public road,
i.e. on the erf boundary adjacent to the road reserve and at street level, subject to departmental
requirements.
Separate connection cables from the meter location directly to each unit shall be provided by the
developer.
Units shall be individually metered by the City. A separate meter shall be required as a general supply to
shared services.
Only where the complex is of such a size that the above arrangement is not physically possible, and
distributed metering points within the complex are required from a technical design point of view, shall a
bulk metering system be installed.
For bulk-metered developments that include a section of low cost housing, the low cost housing
component should be situated close enough to the bulk metering location that these units can be
individually metered by the City.

6

Metering requirements must be resolved in consultation with the Electricity Services Department, prior to
commencing construction.

7

This Department shall determine the connection fee, the shared network costs and conditions applicable
to the joining of the internal electrical reticulation of the proposed subdivision to the Department’s existing
electrical infrastructure upon formal application. The individual connections to each erf of the subdivision
will be provided by the Directorate on formal application by the relevant property owner.

HEAD OFFICE,BLOEMHOF COMPLEX
I-OFISI ENGUNDLUNKULU, E-BLOEMHOF COMPLEX
BLOEMHOF STREET BELLVILLE 7530 PO BOX 82 CAPE TOWN 8000

HOOFKANTOOR, BLOEMHOF-KOMPLEKS
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8

The electrical reticulation network is to be installed in the road reserve with a sidewalk width sufficiently wide to
accommodate the electrical network required. Special attention will be required where HV cables are to be
accommodated.

9

Electricity distribution and street lighting infrastructure in private roads will not be taken over by the City but will
remain the responsibility of the home owners’ association.

10 The Applicant shall provide and install in an approved manner and at his own cost all pipe ducts required
across roads and access ways for electricity cables for both internal services and future bulk services. The
position of each of these duct crossings shall be permanently marked on the kerb edge.
11 On completion of the internal electricity distribution infrastructure to the Department’s satisfaction, it shall be
handed over formally to the Department. The Applicant shall nonetheless remain responsible for securing the
infrastructure and for the cost of all repairs resulting from vandalism and theft until such time that the
development has been occupied to a level acceptable to the Department. The Department will release the
Applicant from this responsibility only on formal application by the Applicant.
12 Subdivision clearance will only be issued by the Directorate after compliance with the above conditions and
on completion of the internal reticulation to the Directorate's satisfaction and formal handover to the
Directorate.
13 In terms of applicable land use legislation, subdivision conditions cannot be changed unless as the result of a
formal application for amendment.
14 Electrical subdivision clearance may be granted on a portion of a development if all conditions for that portion
are complied with.
15 The property owner is required to include in the development measures to improve energy efficiency to reduce
the consumption of electricity.
16 Owners shall conform to any conservation and/or rationing programme or scheme introduced, adopted or
implemented by a sphere of government or relevant regulating body by reducing their electricity consumption
as required in terms of such programme or scheme.
17 Installations with a new or upgraded authorised capacity of more than 100 kVA will have to meet certain
energy efficiency requirements. These requirements are subject to change. A set of applicable requirements
will be made available as part of the quotation process.
Yours faithfully

Document in Document Viewer (1)
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SPATIAL PLANNING
AND ENVIRONMENT
MEMORANDUM
T: 021 400 1458
E: nina.vanstaden@capetown.gov.za

To

: Development Management

From

: Business Systems (Development Management) GIS

Subject : Branch comments with regards to Land Use Application 70571364
Date

: 21-01-2022

To whom it may concern:
REZONING & SUBDIVISION OF ERF 19822 KUILS RIVER (S)
GIS has no objection to this application based on the following conditions:
1. The proposed street name of CARMEN may be considered.
2. The prososed development name and private street name will be CARMEN PLACE.
3. The complex address will be 56 Sandalwood Road.
4. The physical street addresses for all the portoins of the subdivision as per the subdivision
proposal plan be allocated as per plan: with Reference No. APS/19822/Subv1 dated Sept
2021.
5. Please send the signed and approved SG diagrams for the subdivision to GIS
(PVCCadastral.Queries@capetown.gov.za) in order to update the cadaster.
6. Please send the rezoning approval documentation for this application
(nina.vanstaden@capetown.gov.za) in order to update the cadaster.
Kind Regards
Nina van Staden
Senior GIS Technician: Business Systems
Spatial Planning and Environment
3rd Floor, Transport Management Centre, Hugo Street, Goodwood
Tel: +27 21 444 1458| Email: nina.vanstaden@capetown.gov.za
CCT website | Report a fault | Enquiry | 0800 65 64 63 (free call 24

to

GIS
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Bill Jones
Regional Coordinator

T +27 21 444 1916 F +27 21 850 4510
E-mail: bill.jones@capetown.gov.za
Address: Cnr Andries Pretorius Street & Victoria Road, 2nd Floor, Somerset West, 7129

Application No: 70571362
Integrated Transport Planning Department
Transport Impact Assessment and Development Control

DATE / DATUM:
TO / AAN:
ATT / AANDAG:

21 January 2022
Town Planning
Jacques Loots (City of Cape Town, BDM Branch)

ERF 19822 – KUILS RIVER

Comments from the Department: Transport, based on details, specifications and information reflected on the
proposed sub-division of Erf 19822, Ref No. APS/19822/SUBv1, prepared by Active Planning Solutions, dated September
2021, as well as the Site Development Plan for Erf 19822, Kuils River, Project No. 01233 Rev A, prepared by Danie de
Wet: Building Designs, dated 01 July 2021, are as follows:
The Department: Transport supports the abovementioned application, subject to the following condition(s) to be
imposed.
1.

that the Development be capped/restricted to 13 units;

2.

that the Developer/owner at his/her cost and to the standards of the Directorate: Urban Mobility, must provide
street lighting for the proposed development;

3.

that the Developer/owner at his/her cost must install street names in accordance with the standard adopted
by the City of Cape Town;

4.

that the Developer/owner at his/her cost and to the standards of the Directorate: Urban Mobility, must provide
Road marking and road signage tp regulate the proposed one-way system;

5.

that the Developer/owner at his/her cost and to the standards of the Directorate: Urban Mobility, must provide
a refuse embayment on Sandalwood street in accordance with the accompanying SDP;

6.

that the Developer/owner at his/her cost and to the standards of the Directorate: Urban Mobility, must provide
a brick paved sidewalk comprising of a 100mm sub-base along with a 53 mm brick pavers for Erven 7 to 10.
An edging is also required where the brick pavers abut against the aforementioned erven. This is essential in
order to prevent future residents from laying claim to a portion of the sidewalk as their driveway.

Municipal Offices
c/o Andries Pretorius & Victoria
PO Box 19, Somerset West 7129

Ii-OfisizikaMasipala
k/s i-Andries Pretoriusne-Victoria
PO Box 19, Somerset West 7129

Munisipale Kantore
h/v Andries Pretorius& Victoria
Posbus 19, Somerset-Wes 7129

www.capetown.gov.za
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Yours faithfully

Bill Jones
Department: TIA & Development Control
Directorate: Urban Mobility
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ENH Heritage Management
SUPPORT
Having assessed the LUM application EHM Heritage is staisfied that there will
be no impact on heritage resources. HWC has also confirmed in their
correspondence of 20 September 2021, included on the case file, that the
proposed development will not impact hertitage resources and thus does not
require a heritage impact assessment (HIA) i.t.o. Section 38 of the NHRA.
It is noted that pre-consultation took place with my colleagues Sandra Hustwick
and Ronelle Clarke from EHM Environment (see email correpondence of 3 August
2021 in the Pre-Consultation folder).
Heritage has no objection to the application.
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Water & Sanitation

WTS Comment
No objection to the application. The following conditions apply prior to building plans being
submitted:
• Development contributions is payable as per the DC policy, to be quantified by the
Reticulation District Head.
• All the link services are in place prior to the occupation of any residence or facility.
• Plans submitted to indicate Fire, Sewer and Water layouts
• Property to be equiped with a bulk water meter
• All costs relating to service connections, alterations to or provision of new water and
sewerage services will be for the account of the applicant.
• Relevant servitudes must be registered for the purpose of accesses to infrastructure.
• Water and Sanitation municipal service designs to be designed according to Departmental
Service Standards and be approved prior to construction (Submission to Mr Marcus Swart).
• Applications must be made for any new water metered connections to the Reticulation
District Head. Applications to be for a meter only installation. All related fittings and
chamber works to be for the developer to incur.
• Services infrastructure is subject to quality control during construction and testing prior to
approval.
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Stormwater and Sustainability

Hi Good Day,
This case has been circulated to the correct department and herewith our comments on the
Application for Rezoning, Departure and Subdivision for Erf 19822, Kuilsriver (70541364).
We as the Catchment, Stormwater and River Management Branch support the Application for
Rezoning, Departure and Subdivision for Erf 19822, Kuilsriver (70541364).
Please note that these comments are based on the information that this Office has received to date.
Should any new information be provided, this office reserves the right to review the conditions as
deemed appropriate
Regards
Wayne Davids
SPO: Water and Sanitation
Water & Waste Directorate
3rd Floor, Water & Sanitation Head Office,
8 Voortrekker Road, c/o Voortrekker and Mike Pienaar Blvd,
Bellville
Tel: 021 400 3494
Cell: 071 425 6929
wayne.davids@capetown.gov.za
www.capetown.gov.za
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ANNEXURE H
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PO Box 958
KUILSRIVIER, 7579
Cell: C.Beneke- 084 216 6936
Fax: 086 458 5409
Email: cbeneke@broadco.co.za

Ref: BC52
Active Planning Solutions

2021-08-24

Attention: Pierre Jordaan

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT, ERF 19822, SANDALWOOD ROAD,
ROUXVILLE, KUILS RIVER:
CIVIL ENGINEERING SERVICES REPORT
1.

LOCATION
Erf 19822 is situated in Sandalwood Road in Rouxville, Kuils River. The property currently
has access off Sandalwood Road. The property size is 7593m² and is currently vacant and
zoned as Community 1 : Local. See Figure 1: Locality Plan.

FIGURE 1: LOCALITY PLAN

2.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
The proposed development entails the subdivision of the property into 13 new group housing
erven ranging from 360 to 496m². The development will be a gated private development. Civil
engineering services will be designed to provide connection points and access to each
property.

Broadco Consulting (PTY)LTD, Reg. No. 2014/090567/07, www.broadco.co.za
MEMBER: C.S.Beneke [ECSA Reg. No. 201670033]
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3.

TOPOGRAPHY
The site drains at an adequate gradient of approximately 1.7% towards Sandalwood Road,
which is a formalised road with an existing stormwater system discharging to the adjacent
Bottelary River.

4.

GEOTECHNICAL CONDITIONS
Trial holes to a depth of approximately 2m deep were excavated. A sand layer ranging from
1-1.5m on top of a clay layer up to 2m deep were found. There were no signs of ground water
during the trial hole investigation (August 2021). No visible rock outcrops were noticed on the
site.

5.

PROPOSED SERVICES (Refer to Plan no. BC052-A100):

5.1

ROADS & ACCESSES
A gated access with a 12m stacking distance will be provided off Sandalwood Road for the
development. The entrance will be a 6m wide dual way road up to the cul-de-sac, where it
changes to a 4m wide one way direction road providing access to the individual erven.
The internal road will be surfaced with 80mm interlocking pavers with a minimum crossfall of
2%.
A refuse truck embayment will be allowed for in Sandalwood Road on the downstream side of
the entrance.
The development will have minor impact on the adjacent roads in the area and no traffic
statement or study will be required.

5.2

STORMWATER
An underground stormwater pipe system, with a minimum diameter of 375mm, will be
designed to convey at least the 1:2 Year Recurrence Interval(RI) stormwater runoff from the
development to a proposed stormwater treatment and attenuation facility in the western corner
of the development.
The stormwater treatment and attenuation facility will be designed to accommodate
stormwater runoff from the proposed development only. It will be designed to reduce the water
quality indicators (Suspended Solids SS, Total Phosphorus TP), and attenuate peak flows, of
storms up to the 1:50 year RI, to pre-development peak values as required by the City of Cape
Town Stormwater Policy. As the development area is larger than 4000m², a detailed
Stormwater Management Plan will need to be prepared.
Below are preliminary Pre- & Post-development results run for a model with a dry swale and
attenuation pond combination. The Results from the model in litres per second, indicated that
a storage volume of 122.4m³ was sufficient to attenuate peak flows to pre-development results
for storms up to the 1:100Yr RI.

Broadco Consulting (PTY)LTD, Reg. No. 2014/090567/07, www.broadco.co.za
MEMBER: C.S.Beneke [ECSA Reg. No. 201670033]
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0.5YR
POST DEVELOPMENT
0.09
PRE DEVELOPMENT

1YR
1.46

2YR
2.48
1.88

5YR
7.28
7.22

10YR
13.98
13.91

20YR
26.13
25.64

50YR
43.7
44

100YR
59.74
60.42

FIGURE 2: PRE- & POST DEVELOPMENT GRAPH

The stormwater treatment and attenuation facility will be designed to reduce the water quality
indicators (Suspended Solids SS, Total Phosphorus TP), and attenuate peak flows of storms
up to the 1:50 year RI, to pre-development peak values as required by the City of Cape Town
Stormwater Policies.
From the attenuation facility, a stormwater outfall pipe and overland escape route will need to
be installed to Sandalwood Road. The stormwater outfall pipe will connect to the existing
375mm stormwater pipe in Sandalwood Road.
An operations and maintenance plan will be compiled and handed over to the Home Owners
Association, who will be responsible for the maintenance of the stormwater facilities.
Flood lines for the Bottelary River were received from the City of Cape Town which indicated
that the 1:50 & 1:100Yr flood lines encroaches the property along the north western boundary.
It is proposed that the property is filled up to the boundary line to at least the 1:50Yr flood line
level to smoothen the flood line to the outside of the property along the boundary line. For this
to be achieved the ground levels along the boundary will need to be raised between 0-250mm
for the 50 Yr flood line, and 0-350mm for the 100 Yr flood line. The finished floor levels of the
4 dwellings planned next to this boundary will have to be constructed above the 1:100 Yr flood
level.
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5.3

FOUL SEWER
There is an existing 200mm Ø municipal sewer main traversing the north western boundary of
the property within the Sandalwood Road, road reserve. The topography of the site allows for
a new 160mm Ø connection to be installed on the existing municipal sewer main for the
development. A private internal 160mm Ø sewer system, with 110mm Ø connection points to
the individual erven, will be designed for the proposed development.
Requirements for the proposed development will be as follow:
Estimated Average Daily Demand (Wet) = 8.97 kl/d
Peak Flow = 0.26 l/s

5.4

WATER
An existing 160mm diameter water main traverses the north western boundary of the property.
A new 110mm water connection with an 80mm municipal bulk meter is proposed off the
existing 160mm water main for the development. An internal 110mm private pipe network with
25mm water connections to each erf will be provided. This will allow for individual private
metering, should it be required.
Requirements for the proposed development will be as follow:
20mm water connections to each property
Estimated Average Daily Demand = 0.7 x 24 erven = 16.8kl/d
Peak Flow (Peak Factor 16.8) = 3.3 l/s
Min. Fire Hydrant Flow = 8.33 l/s (Low Risk – Group 2)
Min. required Residual Head = 6m

5.5

SOLID WASTE
Refuse truck embayment will be provided on the downstream side of the entrance to the
development in the Sandalwood Road verge. A formalised bin area will also be provided in
front of the gate near the refuse truck embayment for the residents to place their bins on refuse
collection days.
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5.6

TELECOMMUNICATION
A private internal telecommunication sleeve network to each property will be provided.

It is envisaged that the services for the development of the subject property will be completed in a
single phase, and services plans will be submitted for approval.
Yours sincerely

CS Beneke Pr Tech Eng

Broadco Consulting (PTY)LTD, Reg. No. 2014/090567/07, www.broadco.co.za
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Our Ref:
HM/ CAPE TOWN METROPOLITAN/ KUILSRIVER/ ERF 19822
Case No.:
21081712AM0818E
Enquiries:
Ayanda Mdludlu
E-mail:
ayanda.mdludlu@westerncape.gov.za
Tel:
021 483 5959
Communicare
tchadhliwa@communicare.org
RESPONSE TO NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO DEVELOP: FINAL
In terms of Section 38(1) of the National Heritage Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999) and the Western Cape
Provincial Gazette 6061, Notice 298 of 2003
NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO REZONE, SUBDIVIDE AND DEVELOP RESIDENTIAL UNITS ON ERF 19822, 56
SANDALWOOD STREET KUILSRIVER, SUBMITTED IN TERMS OF SECTION 38(4) OF THE NATIONAL HERITAGE
RESOURCES ACT (ACT 25 OF 1999)
CASE NUMBER: 21081712AM0818E
The matter above has reference.
Heritage Western Cape is in receipt of the above application. This matter was discussed at the Heritage
Officers Meeting held on 30 August 2021.
You are hereby notified that, since there is no reason to believe that the proposed rezoning, subdivision,
and development on erf 19822, 56 Sandalwood Street Kuilsriver, will impact on heritage resource, no
further action under Section 38 of the National Heritage Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999) is required.
However, should any heritage resources, including evidence of graves and human burials,
archaeological material and paleontological material be discovered during the execution of the
activities above, all works must be stopped immediately, and Heritage Western Cape must be notified
without delay.
This letter does not exonerate the applicant from obtaining any necessary approval from any other
applicable statutory authority.
HWC reserves the right to request additional information as required.
Should you have any further queries, please contact the official above and quote the case number.
Yours faithfully

pp
……………………………………
Micheal Janse Van Rensburg
Chief Executive Officer
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WESTERN CAPE PROVINCIAL OPERATIONS
Private Bag X16, Sanlamhof, 7532, 52 Voortrekker Road, Bellville, 7530




021 941 6185
086 556 9985
dreyerw@dws.gov.za

 Mr. Warren Dreyer


Attention: Lourens Vervaart
Buildevco Property Developers (Pty) Ltd
P.O. Box 1093
Brackenfell
7561
Dear Sir
WATER USE QUERY REGARDING THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF ERF 19822, KUILS
RIVER
Your water use enquiry and site inspection dated 5 October 2021, refers.
The wetland identified on Erf 19822, Kuils River looks like it has formed as a result of stormwater
discharges from the surrounding residential dwelling and cannot be considered as a naturally
occurring wetland.
Based on the review of the specialist reports and observations on site, the developer is not
required to apply for water use authorisation for the infilling of this wetland to accommodate the
development.
Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact this office.
Your co-operation aimed at the protection of water resources will be greatly appreciated.
Yours faithfully

PROVINCIAL HEAD (Acting): WESTERN CAPE PROVINCIAL OPERATIONS
Signed by: W Dreyer
Designation: Acting Deputy Director
Date: 17/01/2022

